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SPECIAL MAlEEETING.
Held at the H:ouse of the American Society of Civil Engini-
eers, 127 East 23rd Street, New York, December 20, 1887.
The meeting was called to order at 8 o'clock, P. M1., by the
President, Mr. T. C. Martin.
THE PRESIDENT:-1 am very glad tlhat, in spite of the incle-
mency of the weather, we have so large an attenidaniee this even-
ing of those who are genuiniely, initerested in this question of
patent reformn. The subject of the revision of the patent law will
be broLiglht before us this evening by :ir. Artlhur Stenart,, w'ho is
the general legal counsel of the National Electric Light Associa-
tion. The subject is one., I may say, tlhat lies well withlini the
province and jurisdiction of the American Institute of Electrical
Elngineers. The subject has beeni broutght before u1s on various
occasions; and it is somewlhat interesting to recall the fact, that at
ouir very first meeting held in this rooin for puirposes of organiza-
tion, now close upon four years ago, alhnost th-e first qtuestion tlhat
was introduced to our notice, was that of Patent Reforim, when
AMr. C. J. Kintner, of the Patent Office, presenited a spirited appeal
to us for aid in bringimig about certain reforms which lie then
deemed necessary. Since that timte we have had valuable and
forcible papers presented before the Institute bv MIr. Frankland
Jaunus and by Mr. A. C. Fowler, both of wlhoin brouglht ont verv
ably tlle necessities of the situation at t1he timie. It wvill tlhuNs be
seen that the Inistitute is well prepared to consider the subject in
all its bearings and relations, and is ready to ascertain from:1 AIr.
Stenart just what work the National Electric Ligh,lt Assoeiation
now proposes to do, witlh regard to this bill to be introd-uced be-
fore Congress. I may saylhere that I have miyself had time o0)-
portunity of atten{ding all the ineetings of the National Electric
Liglht Association, at which this question has been brought for-
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ward, and I think I may take the liberty of saying that that
society does not intend to act with any undue haste or precipi-
tancy in the matter, but is likely, in fact is sure, to move with its
accustomed practicability and business-like common sense. Our
position to-night is one in which we mnay be'able to do great good
in the direction of showing how far this movement is calculated
to receive the support and symnpathy of scientific and professional
circles, especially those that are connected with electrical interests.
I have much pleasure, therefore, in asking AIr. Artlhur Steuart to
read us his paper on Revision of tlhe Patent Law.
REVISION OF THE PATENT LAW.
BY ARTHUR STEUART.
I come before you this evening at the invitation of your
Secretary, for the purpose of telling you of the effort that
is being made by the National Electric Light Association, to
secure some reformns in the Patent laws of this country and of
attempting to get you to join hands with us in carrying these
reforms into effect. I particularly desire that the suggestions I
shall make may be fully discussed by those present, for I hope to
gain many valuable suggestions from you. For the purpose,
therefore, of presenting what I have to say in the shortest pos-
sible time, so as to leave as much as possible for other gentlemen,
I have condensed my suggestions and shall state theim with very
little argument; first, for lack of time, and secondly, that I think
most of the reforms suggested are so apparent that they will call
forth little opposition. But before proceeding to discuss the de-
tails of the law that require changes and additions, I cannot re-
frain from making a few remarks upon the patent system in
general and its influence upon the industrial development of our
country. Who can measure the benefits that this land has derived
from the inventions that have been produced by its citizens. The
roll of honor is too long to be repeated. The cotton gin, the
printing press, the reaper, the application of steam to all the uses
of civilization, and latest but not least, the modern application of
electricity in its multitudinous forms; but while these brilliant
achievements oceupy our attention, we must not overlook the
thousands upon thousands of inventions relating to matters of de-
tail in every industry that have cheapened the product by saving
time, material, power or labor. The fact is apparent that our
advancement as a manufacturing nation has been due to the intro-
duction of new methods of work which have enabled us to pro-
duce staples at such a price as to compete with other nations in
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the markets of the world, or in the development of new devices
wlhich have supplanted old ones or created a market for thei--
selves. This being true, we must look for a cause for this devel-
opmenit. What lhas induced the people of this country to create
so many new things, to labor so long and arduiously to lessen tlle
cost of production of sonie article, or to supply a niew one to take
its place wlhieh is better or clheaper ?
I think we may state it as a propositiomi that will not meet witlh
denial, that the prevailing motive of the American people is a
motive of pecuniary gain, a desire to amuass wealtlh, to attain
power by m-neans of money, and wlhatever avenue offers theum this
reward will be the one inlto whieh they will press with a vigor
anid deternminationi that knows no such thing as failure.
When the framers of our Conistitution inserted into it the clause
which provides that "Congress shall have power to proinote tlhe
progress of science and the useful ar'ts, by securing @ X for limited
timnes to * * * inventors the execlusive right to their i @ * discov-
eries," they laid a foundation stone upon whielh aim edifice has
been construLeted, that baz far surt)assed manything they had con-
ceived. ITpon this provision of the Constituition is our Patent Law
based; fromn it, it tak-es its spirit; and witlh the view of adherilng
more closely to tlhis spirit, lhave thie amnendmn,ents to the Paten-t
Law been suggcrested, to wlhiel I shall ask y-our attenition this
evening.
The patent laws of the United States, passed in pursuanee of
this provision of the Constitmutioem, open .ip before every citizenl of
this country, as well as before those of maanty etlhers, opportunities
of obtaining wealth and power that are not presented by any
otlher set of circu-mstantees under the suLn. In a single Inoment of
time, by a quiek operation of the mniiid, the poor meehanic mnay
be put into possession of an idea that, by its own developinent, nay
place hiim among the prinees of the land. This is the possibility
that presents itself to every mnaim, riel or poor, Ihigl-h or low, who
comes to understand time meanimig of oLtr patenmt systeiin and its re-
sulits. Wriat force cani be comnpared witlh tlhis, to produee in tIme
iniliids of mjen, thouglht. deep, concentrated amid continuous, for
the produetiomi of inaventions, a thiiast for knowledlge, anid a frugal-
ity ol life thut will supply a surplus of funlds for tle acquisition
of kniowledige aimd the developimmemit of invenitions, and aim amnbitiomn
for their children that they shall have greater advantages of edu-
cation upon whlieh to work than their parents. And who can
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estimate the value to a state of such influence upon its citizens.
This training, foreign manufacturers testify, produces in Ameri-
can operatives a power of comprehending their work, and a
rapidity and dexterity of workmanship, that makes it impossible
for them, with labor at one-half the cost and their factories fitted
with the latest American machines, to produce the same goods as
cheaply as they can be produced in this country.
It therefore goes without saying, that with such inestimable
good to the nation, both in improving its industries and its people,
to be attained by stimulating inventors to their highest effort, that
the only true course for the law-makers to pursue in framing legisla-
tion relative to this subject, is to endeavor to make the process of ob-
taining a patent upon an invention as quick, easy and inexpensive
as possible, and after it is granited to tlhrow arouand it, in the hands
of its owner, every foriu of protectioni known to the law, that will
enable hiim to realize thie full intent of the Constitution and enjoy
the exclusive right to mnake, use and vend the invention.
Our patent systein, as it exists to-day, is a grand structure, but
it has some defects, whlich are due principally to the fact, that the
demands made upon it by the developmenit of our industries h-ave
far exceeded anytlhing that the fraimiers of the present law con-
templated.
The Patent Law of to-day is substantially identical with the law
passed by Congress in 1836. This law was revised in 1870, and
codified in 1874; but few changes were made in it, and little, if
any, provision was made, to accomnnodate the immense mnass of
business that has been cast upon the Patent Office; and some of
the new features that were introduced have been found to work a
hardship upon inventors rather than a benefit; so that practi
cally we are working uinder a law formalated fifty years ago,
when the work of the Patent Office fQr the whole year was some-
thing less than it is to-day for each week. Is it surprising, there-
fore, that the child should have outgrown his clothes? And this
is practically just what has taken place. A comimissioner and a
half-dozen examniners were quite equal to the task of examnining
intelligently four hundred and fifty patents a year; but the case
is a very different one, when the Commissioner has under him
somnething like two hundred examniners, and when the annual
issue of the office is something over 25,000 patents.
If tiine permitted, I could show you how utterly impossible it
is, for the work of the Patent Office to be accomplished, with any
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degree of satisfaction to the public, under the prevailing organi-
zation; but I know that most of you are quite as well aware as I
am, of the defects that exist and are quLite as inuch interested in
removing them. I shall pass at once to the consideration of the
measures of reform that seem desirable in the Patent Office.
I. THE PATENT OFFICE SHOULD HAVE THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ITS
BUILDING.
All those who have had any experience with the internal opera-
tions of the Patent Office are aware of the fact that this office is
greatly cramped for space. The examiiners are often crowded
into rooms that are so small that there is scarcely space enough
between the desks to move about. Mlany of the officers and em-
ployees are comnpelled to work in quarters that are unfit for human
habitation; simply because there is no other place to put them;
and the documents and records of the office are so crowded, and
the places in which they are kept are so unfit for their accomoda-
tion that they are in constant danger of destruction. The Patent
Office building was constructed with mnoney, every dollar of which
was paid to the Government by patenitees and applicants for pat-
ents, and yet the Patent Office is crowded into less than half of
this building. The Interior Department, with its Land Office and
Indian Department, occupy the balance and are constantly en-
croaching.
The Iiterior Department should have separate quarters and the
Patent Office should have the whole of the buildilng which will
not more than accommodate it.
II. THE PATENT OFFICE SHOULD HAVE THE WHOLE OF ITS OWN
INCOME.
For the past fifty years, the Patent Office lias paid all of its own
expenses, has built its own building, anid in addition to this, has
paid the Government an annual revenue, which aggregates to-
day, without interest, som-ething over three millions of dollars.
And yet the most difficult task that the Commissioners of Patents
have had to perfornu, has been to induce Coongress to authorize
the expenditure of a part of this revenue for the necessary ex-
penses of the Patent Office. For the proper dispatch of the work
of the Patent Office, considerable additional force is necessary.
The Commissioner of Patents should be authorized to expend the
whole of the income of the office for its own expenses, and what
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was not spent shouLld be set aside as a fund to be used for the be-
nefit of the office at any time that it is needed.
III. EXAMINERS.
The staff of examiners in the Patent Office have charge of
public interests of a mnost vital natLLre. Theey are the virtual
judges of whether an inventor shall have a patent for his inven-
tion at all, and also of what kind of a patent he shall have in case
they give him any.
It is therefore apparen-t that in order that they mtay perform
their duties with intelligence and efficiency they must fulfil
several conditions.
lst. They must be thoroughly educated in the teelnology of
the arts and sciences, and in the Patent Law. Experience has
shown that this training can only he acquired in one or two
ways,-either by systemnatic teaching or by years of experience in
the practical work of the Patent Office; the latter method is
the one now in operation and it results in creating a class of Ex-
aminers who are undergoing the process of education at the ex-
pense of the unfortuLnate inventor, whose case may fall into their
hands. The inventors of the country have a right to demand
that this system of education of examriners at their expense be
discontinued and a system adopted that will secure to the Patent
Office a corps of examiners who will be thoroughly trained be-
fore they enter the office, and to the inventor tlhe examination of
his case by a man fully equipped to make such examination in
the best manner.
2nd. Having obtained a staff of competent and thoroughlv
equipped examiners, they must be retained in office, so that the
public imay have the benefit of their services through a number
of years. The Armny and Navy have long since solved this pro-
blem by the exercise of a system of education, comnpensation, pro-
mnotion and retirement on pay, which fully secures these ends.
Why should n-ot that systemn, so successful in one branch of the
Government service, be established to secure similar and equally
necessary resullts in the Patent Office ?
3rd. The examiners should be relieved from all political in-
fluence. Civil service reformii has attacked the question of
political interference with Patent Office appointmnents with little
suicess. The evils from this cause now existing are great and
call loudly for remedy. The Army and Navy systein put those
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departments of the pnblic service almost entirely beyond the reach
of the politicians. Thus it should be with the Patent Office.
IV. SALARY OF COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS.
The salary of the Commissioner of Patents should be very
high, so that every examiner may feel that if he is faithful and
does his duty, he nmay some day, in the natural order of promo-
tion, reach a place of honor and large emoluments. This is the
system of the Armny and iNavy, and in those departments it works
admirably.
V. A PATENT COURT SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED.
The greatest evil that exists to-day in the administration of the
patent systeln, lies in the lack of harmony between the Patent
Office and the Courts of the TUnited States, in which infringement
eases are determined. Every practitioner before the Patent Office
knows how little regard is paid by the Examiners to the decisions of
the courts upon questions of Patent Law, and it has long since be-
come a tlhing of the past, when the courts give any weight to the
presumptioni of patenitability, that would naturally arise from the
fact of the Comm-issioner of Patents having granted a patent
uponl a device. For the accornplishment of the best results with
our patent system, the initerpretations and application of the law
under which patents are granted should be the same as that under
wlich rights growing out of patents are determined. So that a
riglht granted by the Patent Office, would be sustained by the
Courts, and tbe rulings of the courts would be in conformity with
the spirit of the Constitution which has originated the whole
system.
Under the existing system the examiiiners in the Patent Office
interpret the Patent Law for themselves; anld it has been mny ex-
perience that few of theiii agree upon many points. The practi-
cal questions, which have to be passed upon by the examiners,
seldomi, if ever, get before the Circuit Courts, but are decided by
the Commissioners of Patents, who it is well known, seldomi
possess any knowledge of Patent Law when they enter upon the
duties of the office, and seldom occupy the position long enough,
to be of any practical service to the office after they lhave learned
something of the law by experience. The result is, that a major-
ity of tlhe cases passed upon by the commissioners and which
are intenled for the guidance of the examiners, are decided at a
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time when the particular Coinmissioner is almost entirely ignorant
of both the law and the practice of the office. It is, therefore,
only to be expected that the examiners should form their owin
notions of the law and pay little regard to either Court or Coin-
missioner, and as the examiners are not lawyers and have no
knowledge of the Patent Law, except such as they may gain fromn
the conflicting decisions of the ever changing commissioners;
and as they have had no judicial training, it follows as a matter of
course that each priimary examiner has Ihis own interpretation of
the law and his own peculiar notions of how it should be applied
to the practical questions that arise in his daily work. The resuilt
is that we have as many different patent offices as we have divi-
sions, and scarcely any two of themn witlh the same views of the
law, buit each having the power, and exercisinig it, of issuing pa-
tents according to his own inidividual notion of what the patent
slhould contain and how it should be framed, and these patents
thus issued are the title papers upoIn whicil the inventors of the
country are compelled to base their claim, when they come into
the courts for the purpose of protecting their property. Is there
any wonder that it is difficult to obtain a patenit of any value, or
to sustain and protect it after it is procured ? It seemiis, there-
fore, to be eminently desirable that the same tribunal (which shall
be so fraimed as to insure its capacity) should have appellate juris-
diction from both the Patent Offie- and the Circuit Courts, so
that by vesting both juirisdictions in one competent court, the
rulings of both branches, the Patent Office and the Circuit Courts,
may be made uniform and the anomaly removed that now exists
of one branch of the Government employed in granting patents,
and another, in destroying them; it inay be said that such a Court
exists at this time, but we all know how far removed the Supreme
Court of the United States is fromi the Patent Office and how
little influenee it has upon its practice; beside which, the existing
evils have grown up under the present system which demonstrates
its incapacity to renmedy tlhem. A strong, well selected Court of
expert patent lawyers would have many advantages. It would
harmonize the Patent Office and the Circuit Courts. It would
crystallize the prantice of the Patent Office, so that it would be
possible for attorneys to form somne conception of what that prac-
tice is and be able to advise their clients with safety witl
reference to their rights. The inventor could have some hope
that when he had complied with his part of the government con-
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tract, by disclosing his secret, he would be protected in the exclu-
sive right to use it. Such a court would lift a great burden fromn
the shoulders of tlhe Supreme Court, as but a small proportion of
cases decided by it would be appealed to that court, and its rul-
ings being binding upon the circuit courts would enorinously
simplify the practice in those courts.
The jurisdiction of such a court slhould be altogether appellate
and should consist in appeals from the Board of Examiners-in-
Chief upon question of anticipation, patentability and practice,
from the Examiners of Interference, upon questions of priority
between applicants for patent upon the sarne inivention, and of
appeals from the circuit courts of tlhe United States upon all
questions relating to patents that now go to the Supreme Court.
It would be proper also to inelude, within the jurisdiction of
this court, all questions now passed upon by the Cominissioner
of Patents, such as trade-marks and labels; copy-rights mlight
also be included. With such a court the duties of the Commis-
sioner of Patents should be purely executive and the jurisdic-
tion of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia in
matters of appeal from the Commissioner, should be cut off.
The Supreme Court of the District, should bear the same re-
lation to this court as the circuit courts.
Passing from the question of the reorganization of the Patent
Office to specific amendments to the law, the first question that
presents itself is the question of limitation to actions.
VI. LIMITATIONS.
It is pretty well settled by the courts that, since the adoption
of the Revised Statutes 1I874, there has been no limitation to the
right of an owner of a patent to bring suit against an inifringer
for the recovery of damages for suclh infringement. Prior to
that time, the only linitation that existed was six years after the
expiration of the patent--and tlhis seems to be the just rule-
m-ainv rules for limitation have been suggested, but it seems to
me, in view of the fact which all of us have experienced, that the
last few years of a patent are often the only ones during which
the invenitor realizes anything from his invention, that to cut hin
off from the recovery of damages from infringers, who may have
pirated his invention during a perfod when he was too poor to
stop them, would be unjust in the extreme.
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VII. DAMAGES.
The existing equity rules, for the recovery of profits and
damages for the infringement of a patent, are in very satisfactory
shape; but since the decision of the Supreme Court in Root v8.
The Railroad Company, these rules do not apply to actions
brought for the recovery of damages after the expiration of the
patent. Such suits must be brought at law, by an action of
trespass on the case, and the measure of damages nuder that form
of action are much less liberal than the rule in equity. In an
action of trespass on the case, the measure of damages is the
actual loss to the plaintiff and not the gain to the defendant; while
in equity the rule allows the recovery of either, loss to the plain-
tiff or the gain of the infringer, whichever may be the greater,
and often the difference is very great. If it is just and right
that the ownier of a patent should ha-ve all the benefits that mlay
or can be derived from the use of his invention, and this is the
theory of the law, and in one form of action before the expira-
tion of his patent is allowed to recover these benefits, in the
absence of a statute of limitations, why, in justice shotuld he be
deprived of this benefit simply by the expirationi of his patent?
It would seem as if this evil should be remedied by legislation.
It might be done by giving a plaintiff a standing in equity, under
a bill for an account and discovery independent of an injunction;
or if the patentee were permitted to bring an action of assumpsit,
for recovery of the benefit that the infringer had derived by the
use of his invention, this might be almost as well; but this would
require the interposition of a jury, and in complicated patent
cases it is difficult to accomplish satisfactory results witlh a jury.
It is almost impossible to make a jury understanid mechanical
technicalities, or for the attorneys to do justice to the case upon
oral testimnony.
We have at this time a case in point wlhich illustrates this rule.
For seven years the owners of certain patents have been in con-
stant litigation, seeking to sustain them. We have recently suc-
ceeded in getting a decree in tileir favor, and a month before this
decree was rendered the patents expired. The patents have
been extensively infringed and cover important inventions.
We have now no remedy save to sue at law by an action of tres-
pass on the case. As a matter of fact the owners of the patents
have never established a license fee for their use, but if they had,
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as they might have done, it would not probably, have been more
than $10, for each machine, hence this sum in our action at law
would have been the limit of our possible recovery; notwith-
standing the fact that the infringer by the use of each machine
has saved to himself no less than $500. Why should the rule of
law in a case like this be different from that, in a case where a
man without my knowledge or against my will carries off my
horse and uses him for his own benefit for a certain period, after
which I recover him. In such a case, I bring a suit and the jury
estimate the benefit that the wrong doer has derived from the use
of mry horse and award me this amount as damages for his wrong-
ful act. Would it be right that this wrong doer should have the
power of escaping liability, by answering when the jury found
that he had made $100 by the use of rny horse, that I could not
in the same time have made but $10 with him ? Would not this
be putting a premnium upon the wrongful act?
The question is still an open one, whether in those states where
the common law forms of action have been abolished, an action
could be miaintained at law for the igfringement of a patent the
substantial result of which would be the same as the common law
action of assunmpsit, although the statute prescribes an action
of trespass on the case as the proper action.
VIII. REISSUES.
Since the decisions of the Supremt Court in Miller vs. The
Bridgeport Brass Companiy and the line of cases that have confirmed
this doctrine, it may be said that a reissue in the sense in which that
term was formerly applied, is no longer possible. The un-
fortunate inventor who has employed in his ignorance, an incom-
petent solicitor to procure his patent, or who yields to the
unnecessary limitations of the office, and whose patent issues to
him covering half of hiis invention, or possibly contains a dis-
claimer disclaiming the other half, can be said to-day to have no
remedy for his misfortune; and if two years have elapsed since
he procured his patent, or. some enterprising mnanufacturer ex-
amines his patent, and finding that he has not covered the second
half of his invemntion, proceeds to make and sell that half, he is
for ever barred from going back and claiming it. Some elmange
in the law should surely be made, to enable an innocent and
meritorious inventor to secure the full benefit of his invention, if
this can be done without destroying vested property rights in
individuals.
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Under the present law, when a patent is surrendered in order
to obtain a reissue, all accrued causes of action for past infringe-
Tinent uponl the original patent go with it, and no action can be
brought for anl infringemnent comnitted prior to the date of the
reisssue. There does not appear to be any good reason for tlhe
existence of this rule.
At present an application for a reissuLe nmust be signed and
sworn to by the inventor. This rule puts it into the power of a
disionest person to extrac- mnon-ey fromn the owner of the patent
by refusing to sign the reissue papers. The owner of a patent
slhould have the powXer to deal witlh his property as he clhooses,
and as he is considered, wlhen he purchased the patent, to have
purchased all that could have been covered by the inventor's
original application, if the patent does not do this, he should
have the power to reissue his patent upon his own petition, anld
an oath that he is the sole owner, or if there be several, that they
own the wlhole title.
IX. REPEAI OF PATENTS.
Th-e statutes of the United States contains no provision which
will permit a patent, supposed to have been obtained by fraud or
m-iistake, to be set aside, nor for any action by the United States
against the owner of such a patent to prove the fraud and have
the patent declared void. The statute should contain sueh a
provision.
X. EQUITY PROCEEDINGS FOR SLANDER TO PATENT.
Neithe,r statute nor precedent in this country authorizes an
equity proceeding for ani injunction to restrain tlhe continuance
of slander against a mnaehine or a patent, by one wlho falsely
charges that the machine or the patent is an irlfriingemnent of
another patent owned by hiin, and threatens suit for such in-
fringement, but neglects to bring such suit, and who thus con-
tinues to disturb the business of the party slandered, without
attempting to execute his threats or to vindicate hiis claim. Such
anl injury (annot adeqiuately be remedied by anl action at law for
damiiages; wlbat is wanited is an- injtinction from a Court of Equity
to stop the tongue of the slanderer at once and forever.
XI. LICENSES.
Licenises should be recorded and subject to the same rules as
mortgages of land, the license first recorded should take pre-
cedence.
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XII. JOINT OWNERS.
The mutual rights of joint owners of a patent are in a very un-
settled state in the present condition of the law, and it would, I
tlhink, be nmuch safer to say that joint owners are entirely indepeind-
ent of one another, although there are some cases to the contrary,
than to venituire any stateinent, with reference to what those 1nu-
tual rights miav be.
It woiild seem that no good reason could be advanced why
joint owners of a patent should not bear tl-he same relation to one
another as joint owners of any other property. If two persons
own a houLse jointly, but in definite proportions, and one of those
persons rents the house and receives the rent for it, the other can
of course receive his share of the rent either from the person or
from the property. The absence of well settled rules upon this
subject makes it very desirable that they should be established by
statute.
xIII. UNITED STATES PATENT LIMITED BY FOREIGN PATENT.
United States patents should not be limited to expire with the
shortest lived foreign patent upon the same invention for the
simple reason that the American- inventor who gives his invention
as a free gift to the foreigner, gets a patent here for seventeen
years, while he who seeks to protect himself abroad mnay limit
his United States patent by several years.
XIV. ASSIGNMENTS.
Assignments of patents should stand upon the samne footing as
conveyances of land, the amsignmuent first recorded should take
precedence.
XV. EXPENSE OF LITIGATION.
Expense of the trial of patent cases might be lessened if the
Court was authorized, in impannelling a jury as provided by the
act of 18Th, to iinpannel a jury of five experts in the subject
matter of the case, pay them a suitable per diem, let themn hear
the testimony, and advise the Court.
XVI. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION.
The United States, by its adherence to the International Con-
vention, pledged itself to adopt legislation as soon as possible to
harmonize the existing law of this country with the international
law. The practical result that Americans need in relation to
foreigni patents is a period of say six months, after they have
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secured an allowance of their United States patent, to make their
applications abroad without affecting the terni of their United
States patent.
I have thus rapidly touched upon the points in our Patent Law
that need revision, without attemtpting to formxulate specific addi-
tions to the statutes. This, I think, can only be done effectuallv
bv a commnission of expert lawyers, sueh as is contemnplated by
the bill that we propose to introduce into Congress. In order to
secure the passage of that bill, we will need the aid of every man
who is interested in this subject exerted to the fullest extent, we
would most earnestly urge the importance of this effort in its
possible effects upon the country, and solicit your assistance in
making it successful.
DISCUSSION.
THE PRESIDENT:-Mr. Steuart's weighty paper is now before
us for discussion. On such an occasion as this, when we have so
many views to be represented, we shall be very glad to have the
participation in the discussion of gentlemen who are interested,
but who inay not be nembers of the Institute, and before we
proceed, I think I express the general wish when I call upon Mr.
George Ticknor Curtis to open the discussion for us. Mr. Curtis
is knowii to all of us as a foremost student and exponent of patent
law in this counitry, and it would be of the greatest pleasure to us
all to learn froin him what his views are of the subject in general,
and what are the specific points to which he considers it best for
us to direct our attention in seeking any refornm of the system.
Mr. Curtis, we slhould be very happy ilndeed if vou would
favor us.
MR. CURTIS:-MAr. Chairman, I have listened with the greatest
interest to the very able and comprehensive paper which has been
read. It is a subject that has occupied my thoughts and exertions
for a good muany years. A year ago, last winter, I caused to be
introduced into the House of Representatives a bill whiclh I drew
for the appointnment of a commission having the same general
object and purpose as the bill which you contemplate. The espe-
cial feature was a little different. I did it on my own responsi-
bility, but I did not do it without consulting others. I consulted
the Commissioner of Patents. I consuilted one or two of the
Judges of the Supreme Court of the United States and other
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persons. The bill was referred to the House Committee, and
they gave a hearing on it to mne, and other gentlemen. The Comn-
missioner of Patents attended, and lie urged nlore especially in
regard to his own departinent the importance of the bill, and had
a great deal to say, especiallv on the subject of the establishmlenit
witlhin the Patent Office, of a special tribunal, such as h-as been
sketehed in the paper that lhas beeln read this evening. Tlhe bill
met with great favor witlh the House Comnuittee, and they un-
anhiinonsly approved it, after mnaking some mlodifications in a few
of its details. Tlhey changed somie of th-e provisions in respect
to the eom-pensation of the Comnmissioniers and provided a suit-
able comnpensation for a secretary, and they made a distinct ap-
propriation, I think, of the sumn of forty thousand dollars to cover
the entire expense. The bill was reported to tlhe House, but it
was overslanghed with thousands of other bills that never passed
that Congress. I happened that winter to have a good many
cases before the Comml-ittee, as counsel or associate counisel, anid I
becamne very intimately acquainted with the different m-lembers of
the Comninittee froin different parts of the counLtry, and I aim con-
vin-iced that if this association, and the other body tlhat has been
referred to, whieh I cannot deseribe bv its proper title, shall take
Up this subject and resolutely carry it before Congress in tlhe
mnode in wlhich you contemplate, that you ean get the bill passed.
That bill whiclh I had some instrunmentality in preparing fell to
thle ground, of course, withi the expiration of that Congress. I
had a conversation with Senator Platt, of Connecticut, who is the
chairman of the Senate Comunmittee on Patents, and h-e raised
this objectioli, that lhowever good a code or bill might be,
prepared by suLch a commission, that wlhen it caine to be en-
acted, it wouLld be loaded downi witlh am-endments that would
kill it. WYell, myi answer to that was, that woould depend
on the abilitv of tIme Comn-nissioners to make a consistent and
harmonious code, anid one that would address itself on its
own merits to the general legislative imind, and that it would
also depenid llponl the ability of the Conmission to explain
the chianges whlieh tleyvcontemplated, or the iimproveinents
whlich they conitemnplated, in a report to accomlpany the
bill; and I thoughit that if that could be doine a i-aajority of both
lhouses would see the wisdomn of passin-g it as it was presemtted
by the Cominission, and not undertake to amenid it, but let
it go into operation and be anmenided as the progress of tine
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should show amenddments to be necessary. This inatter was
never before the Senate Committee. This was simnply an in-
formial and private conversation wlich I had with the Chairman.
Now, sir, it would talke me half the night to tonchl all the points,
or half of themn, on wlich it seeins fo me the timwe has comne for
this kind of action. AMy situation and oceupation of late years
have led me to bestow a great deal of attention to the course of
the Supreme Court in the admiinistration of the Patent Law. Un-
fortunately I do not know how it has come about exactly,-but
the present court has gone to very great lengths in overturning all
the great doctrines of the Patent Law that were settled forty
years ago, when I first began to practice-and that is more than
forty years ago. There hlave been decisions, which of course
mnust stand as the law, until Congress shall interfere and declare
the law otherwise. Well, that is one great part of the task
which such a Commissioni would have to performn. They would
have to examine all these cases and see wlhether they are, or are not
consistent with the fundainental principles of the law as it has
been construed heretofore. The statute law is substantially the
same to-day as it was, when enacted in 1833. There has not
been any very material change. But there is a very great de-
parture in the doetrines that are lield now by the judges of the
Supreme Court, from wlhat seemed to me to be the sound
aind true doctrines of the law, and I hope you gentlemeen will go
ahead and get your bill passed, and then secure as suitable a com-
mission as you can. I have a copy of the bill of the last session,
which I will hand to the President.* I suppose that your bill,
*IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, MARCH 24, I884. Mr. GREEN-
LEAF introduced the following bill:
To provide for the revision, improvement, and amendment of the laws relating
to patents for useful inventions.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Unlited
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President is hereby re-
quested and authorized to appoint three commissioners, one of whom at least
shall be a person learned in the law of patents for useful inventions, and a
practitioner of ten years standing in the courts of the United States, whose
duty it shall be to examine, revise, and report upon the laws of the United States
relating to patents for useful inventions, the remedies for infringements of
such patents, and the internal administration of the Patent Office, and to re-
port such amendments of the system as they may deem expedient, in a single
code or in draughts of separate laws.
SEC. 2. That the said commissioners shall make their report within six
days of the first day of the next session of Congress after the passage of this act.
SEC. 3. That the said commissioners shall each receive a compensation
of five thousand dollars for their services, and an aliowance of eight dol-
lars per day for their necessary traveling expenses when actually engaged
in the business of the commission away from their respective residences. They
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which in. some respects is a better one, Fvill go at once to the
HIouse Conulnittee; and of all suggestions I should respectfully
recomlmenid that vou avoid the appearance of aiming at any par-
ticular point, any particular change, in the present systemn of
Patent Law more thain others. The paper goes over a great dcal
of groun-d, specifies a great many different points. There
would be differences of opinion, of course, about those different
l natters. With a great deal of it I agree. I do not know whether
I slhould agree with every part of it, but if you can present your
application in sueh a way as not to allow the Comniittee to have
the idea that you ha-ve any axe to grinid for yourselves, or any-
body else, in respect to any specific question, whiy, I tlhink there
is no doubt but what youi will succeed in carrying the measure
that you wish to.
THE PRESIDENT: It h1as been very interesting indeed to have
these reinarks from a gentlemain so well-known, and whose ex-
perience extends over a period of well night half a century. In
listening to such mature advice, and in governing ourselves by it,
we certainly can not go very far amiss. AMr. Curtis, in his re-
marks, mnade allusion to an initerview that lhe had had with Senator
Platt. I may state that a few davs ago I wrote myself to Senator
Platt, callinig his attention to this inovement which had been set
on foot bv tl-he N-ational Electric Liglht Association, and which
we proposed to bring withlinl our purview, and I asked his opinion
of it, saying that we woauld be very glad, if possible, to have his
attenidance at the nmeeting. I woould like to read his reply. It
is as follows:
"V. S. SENArE, WASHINGTON, Dec. 17, 1887.
"T. C. MARTIN, EsQ., President American Institute Electric
"Engineers, New York.
"DEAR SinR:-I lhave your letter of the 15th, expressing your
desire that I be present at your mleeting next Tuesday evening in
New York. It wili be imnpossible for ine to leave Washington
at that time.
"With regard to tlhe proposed revision or amendment of our
shall be allowed to appoint a secretary, who shall receive a compensation of
one thour,and two hundred dollars for his services.
SE c. 4. That the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars is hereby appropri-
ated topay the expenses of the said commission, including the compensation
and traveling expenses of the commissioners, the compensation of their secretary.
and their expenses of printing, such payments to be made by the Secretary of
the Treasury, upon vouchers certified by the commissioners, at such times as
they may present such vouchers.
SEc. 5. That this act shall take effect from and after its passage.
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Patent Law, I can only say, geinerally, that while I think some
amendmients are very desirable, it is very doubtful, iirst, whether
such amendinents as are desirable, can be obtained at the hands
of Congress; and, seeond, whether any attempt to radically
.amend our Patent laws would not result in the passage of laws
caleulated to injure the interests of inventors and the public. I
say this, because mtiy observation leads me to believe that prob-
ably two-thirds of the mrnembers of Congress are more or less
prejudiced against patents and against certain desirable features
of the patent systeimi, and dutring all my experienee in the Senate,
it has been my ef3ort to prevent Congress from passing laws
which would be disastrous. No man can predict the onteome of
an effort to ainend the Pateiit Law. It may result in wlhat we
deem the advantage of the public. It is quite as likelv to result
injuriously to the public. I have beeni niade to feel very mimany
times that perhaps it was better to bear the ills we have than to
fly to others we know not of. In saying this, I do not mean to
imply that 1 am not in favor of amendments, but simply to
indicate the danger that always confronts us wlhen we attempt to
legislate with reference to patents.
"Very truly yours,
(Signed.) " 0. 1i. PLATT.".
We have a represemitative of Connecticut with us in person
this evening. I refer to M[r. Albert H. Walker, and his views
on this suLbject would be likely to interest us very greatly.
MR. WALKER: Mr. Chairmiain amid gentlemen I have listened
with great pleasure, as we all lhave, to him whom we regard as
the fatlher of us all; speaking of ourselves as patent lawyers, or
as interested in the development of the uiseful arts. The pam-
phlet that I see in the hands of sone of youi, and which, I sup-
pose, has beein read by most of you, contains ami article by myself,
which sets forth the principal part of my views touching the
desirability of revising the Patent laws. It will tlherefore not be
expected that I will elaborate my opinions upon that- subject on
this occasion; but I shall be glad, with your permission, to make
some observations touching the expediency of pressing Congress
to take the proposed step toward revising those laws. I do not
agree in the slightest with Senator Platt. Mly experience in
the attempts that have been made to secure froini Congress the
revision of the Patent laws, dates back to a period considerably
earlier than that of Senator Platt, and with all deference to him,
I think it has been mnore extensive than his has been, because
during his occupammey of a seat in the Senate, no such effort of
any degree of seriousness has ever been made. Ten years ago
the celebrated bill, 300, was before Congress-the 45th Con
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gress. Its forerunner was before Congress eleven years ago-
the 44th Congress and very strenuous effort was imade to pass
that bill. Yery large amounts of money were expended in em-
ploying distinguished lawyers to apply to Congress and secure
the passage of that bill. It was not favorable to the patent
system as a science. It was advocated by men who had axes to
grind. It was advocated by men of very great ability who had
clients who contemplated plucking certain prospective prey of
tlheirs, and it failed, because it was a bad bill; and I think that a
bad bill upon the subject of thle Patent laws can be relied upon
to fail in the Anmerican Congress. A great many have failed
and I think they all will fail. Wlhy? Because there are so
mnany intelligent men in Congress, and because there are so many
intelligent men in the United States who can explain things to
the intelligent inen who are in Congress. If we are ever going
to make an effort to seeure a revision of the Patent Laws, no
time is more opportune than tlhis. I read this afternoon, on my
way here fromn Hartford, an editorial published in the Decenmber
nmunber of the Electrical Lnygineer, taking the view of this sub-
ject which is taken by Senator Platt in his letter. The editor
indicated in that editorial his opinion that a Conigress, which sits
pending a presidential campaign and pending the counting of an
electoral vote, is a very inopportune Congress to which to apply
for a revision of the Patent Laws. But half of our Congresses
come within that category. Half of our Congresses sit in the
last halves of presidential admliinistrations, and the other half in
the first halves of presidential administrations, and those Congres-
ses which sit in the last halves of presidential administrations are
generally understood to attend chiefly to presidential elections
rather than to the public business; and for that reason the editor
of the Electrical Engineer expressed the opinion that it is hopeless
to expect anything in the way of valuable Patent Law amendment
from the present Congress. I am inclined to agree with him, and
therefore I advocate that this Congress be the Congress that be in-
vited to pass the bill providing for a commission, and that the 51st
Congress, which will not be tramnineled by such considerations, be
the Congress that be invited to enact the bill which shall be re-
commended by that Comrnission. It is impracticable,'in my judg-
inent, to secure fromn any one Congress the passage of a bill to
appoint a commission, and also the enactmiient of the legislation
which may be recommended by that commission; because the
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time which passes after a particular Congress assembles and be-
gins business, before that Congress adjourns, is less than fourteen
mnonths; and that time is too short in which to secure the passage
of our bill or of any bill for the appointment of a commission,
and for that commission to pass through its deliberations and
produce its report and to have Congress intelligently act upon
the bill which may be recommended by that commission. In
poirnt of fact, those three things never will be done in any one Con-
gress. Therefore the obvious plan is to ask one Congress to enact
a bill providing for a commission, and the succeeding Congress to
pass upon the legislation that may be proposed by that commis-
sion; and that is the scheme of the bill whichl appears in your
pamphlets as having been advocated by the National Electric
Light Association. That bill is proposed to be introduced into
the 50th Congress, and the report of the commission is proposed
to be submitted to the 51st Congress, so that no time more
opportune than the present will ever occur for uis to move in
this matter. Senator Platt has suggested the inexpediency of a
commission, holding it more expedient to apply to Conigress to
pass particular legislation on the subject. That plan is far imore
likely to do harm than to do good, because such a particular bill,
to amend the Patent Law in a particular way, is the very sort of
a bill that will be loaded down with amendments. It will come
before Congress with no responsible authorship back of it. It
will be an anonymous bill. It will rest under the suspicion of
having been gotten up by men with private interests to serve.
It will be presented to the committees in Congress, and the com-
mittees in Congress will not understand the suibject, and they
will think they can improve the bill, and they will take a whack
at it, and put on a patch here and cut out a piece there; and fin-
ally, when that bill is presented to Congress, it will resemble
nothing in the heavens above, or in the earth beneath, or in the
waters under the earth. And after it has been amended by the
individual memnbers, it will bear a still less resemblance to any of
the works of nature or of true art; whereas a bill presented by
a responsible, authoritative, respectable commission will have
weight. It will remedy grievances wlhieh are justly complainied
of by those who are somewhat prejudiced against the Patent
system, as well as remedy evils under which those labor who
represent the interests of our inventors. Those bills that have
been introduced for the purpose of striking a blow at the Patent
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system during the past five, six or eight years, have all been of
one character. I have closely watched them. They are bills
which provide that no suit for infringemnent shall be sustained
against anybody for merely using a patented article, which he
purchased without actual knowledge that it was covered by a
patent. Those terrible grangers from the West, who are repre-
sented as being willing to come down on the Patent system the
mnoment they are let loose, like the angel of death, have never made
any attempts more extreme than that; and they have miade their
attempts a little more extreme than they would have made them,
if they were instructed on the subject a little better. But they had
a real grievance on that point, and members of Congress lhave
thought they were serving their constituents splendidly by intro-
ducing bills providing that nobody shall be held liable for the use of
a patented article that he purchased for himself without knowledge
that it was covered by a patent. Now, those bills have been too
broad and sweeping. They could not be scientifically introduced
into the Patent Laws without working inharmonious results, and
those results were not foreseen by the men who advocated them.
Now, I believe firmnly, that if an intelligent commission had this
matter in hand, one of the things that coinniission would do,
would be to draft a measure upon that topic, going as far as the just
requirements of the grangers would carry them, and not going as
far as the representatives of the grangers in Congress have gone;
and that those sections thus drafted would meet that ground of
complaint, and would be seen to meet that grounid of com-
plaint by the very men wlho have made the com-plaint. Now,
I have heard a great deal ever since I attended before Coinmit-
tees of Congress, ten years ago, about a great deal of opposition
to the Patenit system. This opposition to the Patenit system is
like the fever and ague you had out West-it was never in the
particular town you were in, but you could always find it in the
next towIn. Now, it has happened to ine to draw the pleadings,
or otherwise participate in patent litigation in every state of the
Union, except five, anad to argue cases orally in fourteen of the states
of the Union, and I have lived among a wide variety of people.
When I was a small boy, my father took me from my New Eng-
land birth-plaee to Wisconsin, into a purely agricultural commun-
ity, a newly settled country, where the painted Indians used to
whoop by our house in the summer time, and where there were no
manufacturing interests, and I say to you gentlemen that I never
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yet miet a solitary mlan in mny life who was opposed to the funda-
mental principles of the patent system-not one individual. I have
met all classes and conditions of men from MIassachusetts to Cali-
fornia, and I yet have to see the adult voter who is opposed to the
nnderlying principles and general framne work of the Patent laws.
We have inot had a solitary line of legislation, good, bad or in-
different, on the subject of Patent laws, since 1875; and since
1879 there lhas been no serious attemnpt to remedy the evils under
which the inventors of Amnerica hIave labored. This is a great
wrong<. anid the LTnited States Senators and the Mlemnbers of
Congress have mnuch to answer for. I see nmothing to fear
whatever from the appointment of a coinniis-ion, but everything
to hope front it; and I firmlly believe that if a coilllmissioIn was
appoinited, the head of which mnight be miy own predecessor as a
writer of Patent Law text-books, Air. Cnrtis-if such a comininis-
sion were appointed to sit as judges, to do justice according to
their knowledge of Patemit Law, between different classes and con-
ditions of men, between the inventors and the nsers of inventions,
the report of that comnmnission would be seen to be so eminentlyv
fair, so enminently sounid, thiat it would go through both Houses
of Congress withont serions opposition, withont ainy attempts at
amendment that would be more harmiful than a fly upon the trunk
of an elephant, and without any changes whatever. Whereas, if
we continne to content ourselves, or endeavor to content our-
selves with the outgrown clothes that we have tried to robe our-
selves in during the past fifteen or twentty years, we will stumble
along after a fashion, and the world will not collide with
any other planiet, and inventors will get somie sort of reward for
their inventions; but there will be a great deal of tronble, a great
deal of unneeessary loss, and a great deal that onght to be
avoided. In these days, when the arts are being so perfected, it
is disgraceful to the United States that the Patent laws are not
also being perfected. What would anybody think of the sugges-
tion to do away with dynamos by reason of thie fact that they are
mnore dangerous than a -Morse telegraph sounder. In like manner,
h1ow can we estimate onr courage at a high rate when we are at
all restrained by the opinion of Senator Platt, or anybody else who
entertains such an opinion, from doing what in us lies to bring
to the attention of the American Congress the evils under which
we and those we represent have long labored, and ask that those
evils be reniedied.
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MIR. CURTIS :-AMr. Chairman, I may give my friend fromri Corn-
necticut a single instance, such as he never met with. A great
imany years ago-before the war-there was a Senator in Con
gress, from North Carolina, Mlr. Badger. He was a very eminent
lawyer -a general lawyer and a most admirable person. I was
conversing with him one day about a bill that was before Con-
gress-I do not recollect whether it was a special bill or what
but it had relation to some changes in the Patent Law. Well, he
said, all I know about the Patent Law is this. Some infernal
Yankee comes down to miiy country and mouses around my back
yard and looks over the fence, and he sees something in use there
in my garden, and he calls ouit to me and says, " Stranger, I have
got a patent on that; you will have to pay me ten dollars for the
privilege of using it." That, he said, is all I know about the
Patent Law, and all I want to know. Well, I said, Senator, you
are here to legislate for the people of the United States!; you are
in the highest branch of the legislative department; now, that is
not wortlhy of you or of the state that you represent. Now, you
just take this subject and look into it and you will find that there
is a great deal in it that you ought to know and that you ought
to be able to give an intelligent vote upon. He did so, and he
was entirely conviineed that lie ought to kniow something more
about the subject thani lhe did. That is the only instance of the
kind that I have met with.
MfR. PHELPS:-Mr. Chairman, I have a letter here from Mr.
Kintner, which I will ask the Secretary to read, and after he has
read it, I will lhave a word or two to say.
The Secretary then read the following letter:
"26.5 Broadway, Rooms 26 and 27,
NEW YORK, Dec. 17, 1887.
"MR. GEORGE AM. PHELPS,
11 Wall Street, City.
"MY DEAR SIR:-
I am in receipt of a commuunication from Mr. R. W. Pope,
Secretary of the Institute of Electrical Engineers, advising me of
the discussion touehing the question of a revision of the Patent
Laws on the 20th instant, and inviting me to be present and ex-
press my views in relation thereto. I had lhoped that it would
l)e possible for me to be witlh you upon this most interesting
occasion, but business engagemrents will keep me in Washingtoni
the greater part of next week. This matter is of miomentous in-
terest to all inventors anid persons interested in patent property.
Some years ago, I had the honor to call the attenition of the so-
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iccty to the walnts of the Patent Office and the necessities of ma-
terial changes in the Patent Law. I have noted with interest all
that has been done by the InstituLte, and anm1 gratified at the fact
t iat the committee appointed by it has succeeded in puttinig mat-
t-rs in a tangible shape to go before Congress. While the scheme
proposed by this committee is in my opinion entirely practicable,
I have some hesitancy as to the feasibilitv of its presentation to
Congress at this time, and am in hearty accord with the views
expressed by you in your editorial in the Decemnber nunmber of
the Electrica Enqin eer.
During imv official connection witlh the Patent Office as its
Clhief Clerk, very naturally became pretty well versed with the
political phases of all matters appertaining to the conduct of the
bureau. It is needless for me to say here, that in matters of po-
litics individual personal interests control individual members of
Congress, and that upon the eve of a great nlational election, sUch
as occurs next November, we cannot afford to run the risk of los-
inig everythinlg in a proposed change of existing laws. I, there-
fore, beg that you will present the following resolution to the
society and urge its passage:
Resolved, That it is the sense of the Institute, that it is unwise
at this tinme to seek by legislation to in any way modify the exist-
ing Patent system, and that anv movement to that end should be
postponed until after November 1st, 1888.
I am sure that this resolution will meet with the full approval
of every one who has the good of the Patent svstem at heart.
Very respectfully yoturs, C. J. KINTNER."
MR. PHELPS :--Mr. Chairmian, I present the letter at this time,
because Mr. Kintner supplies a resolution and has requested that it
be offered, and I offer it and move its adoption, in order to have a
more definite thing before us to discuss. I have listened with great
interest to Mr. Ciurtis and to Mr. Walker, but I am still of the
opinion that it would be unwise to present the proposed bill to
Congress. I think it is quite clear that there is no difference of
opinion here as to the merit of the proposed changes-the ehanges
sought to be made in the patent system thlrough the presentation
of such a bill. But in respect to the unfavorableness of the tiine
and the public temper I think there is much difference of
opinion on that point. We had better educate public
opinion further before attempting to obtain legislation. Mlr.
Walker has never met anybody who was opposed to patents.
I have met a very considerable numnber of persoins who have
a distinct opinion unfavorable to the Patent Laws unfavorable
to any Patent Laws. I have heard a number of intelligent
persons say, that we would be better off if the entire system
were swept away; that if the improvemnent of machinery and
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methods and processes was left entirely to the comiipetition of
inannufacturers, there wouLld be sufficient incentive to develop
and improve the arts.
MR. CURTIS:-llaven't they got to strike out a part of the Con-
stitution of the United States in order to reach that
AIR. PHELPS:-Isn't the provision that Congress may ?
MR. CURTIS:-Yes, but it always has been considered an im-
perative duty.
MR. PHELPS:-Well, however unreasoniable sueh opinionsmaybe,
there are a considerable number of people who hold themn. I men-
tion that because Mfr. Walker seems never to have mnet an indi-
vidual of that kind, and I happen to have met a number.
MIR. CURTIS:-YOu muay perhaps find a great man-y people that
do not know there is suclh a provision in the Constitution.
MAR. PHELPS: Precisely. Inasmuch as the editorial in the
Eectrical Engineer has been referred to, I may perhaps repeat
here somne of the points therein presented. As to this point
which is brought out by Mr. Curtis, that many people do not
know anything about the constitutional provision for a patent
system, there is an immense amount of ignorant prejudice in the
public mind. The subject is not well understood; and in view
of that and of the constant recurrence of these unsuccessful at-
tempts which Mr. Walker has told us of, to interfere with the
Patent Law, the indications are that if an opportunity be offered
for renewing attacks all along the line, it would probably be
availed of to a very considerable extent; and it is not at all un-
likely that a very large numiber of inembers of Congress would
be very greatly influenced by public opinionihostile to patents.
If we could feel quite sure that the commnission would be headed by
Mr. Curtis, anid composed of men like him and Mlr. Steuart, we
should have no hesitation as to their part of the work. The
hesitation comes in as to what would be done with it after they
had formulated it, and it seems to me we have little to expect
from any early Congress. The bills to reform other features
of the national polity have not alwAys fared verv well at the
hands of Congress. I do not know why I should feel certain of
having wise and discriminating action taken by that body upon
a measure to reform the Patent Law.
MR. WALKE:R:-The last tariff law came from a commission.
MR. A. C. FOwLER rose to speak.
THE PRESIDENT :-I would like to ask Mr. Fowler to prefaee
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his remarks with a few of the statistics lhe has recently compiled
with regard to patents covering electrical inventions.
MR. FOWLER :-I have understood from good authority that
three-fourths of the mnanufacturing interests of this country are
based on patents, aind I think that in the electric art we can safely
say it is nine-tenths, because nearly every electrical appliance is
patented in one way or an other. Up to date there have been
375,000 patents and nearly 12,000 electrical patents, nmaking one-
thirtieth of the entire nminber of patents granted by the United
States electrical. Most of these electrical patents have been
granted within the last ten or twelve years. There are about
25,000 applications patented every year nearly that number-
and about 30,000 filed. In the electric art there are about
4,000 applications a year, or about seventy-five per week,
averaging about a dozen a day. I think this will show the im-
portance of this subject to electrical men. That is the reason I
mention it to-night. It would be safe to say that almost 10,000
of the 12,000 electrical patents that have been granted to date have
been granted within the last ten or twelve years, averaging nearly
a thousand electrical patents for each year during the last ten
years. Before taking my seat I should like to say something upon
the paper that has been read this evening. I stand here as a,
representative-I do not know buit what the gentlenlen may call
it the Patent Office mill-but I have been through it and I
have been in the electrical part of it. The gentlemaan, I think,
has dropped into an error about the Patent Office paying all its
expenses since it has been organized. In a paper which I had
the pleasure of reading before you a year or so ago, I mentioned
that an Assistant Commissioner had looked up this point. In
years gone by, the printing that was done for the Patent Office
was done by an appropriation of Congress and not out of the
Patent Office fnnd. Recently the expenses of all printing have
been deducted from the Patent Office fund. This Assistant
Commissioner ten years ago, I think, ascertained that, including
the cost of printing, the expenses of the Patent Office would
have been about equal to the amount of the receipts. From
the gentleman's remarks this evening, one would be led to
believe that there was no such thing as an examination in the
Patent Office for admission. I can tell you all here this evening
that there are some examinations held in the Patent Office, and
pretty hard ones too. I have seen graduates from the Yale
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Scientific School, from the Princeton Scientific School and
from the various scientific schools of this country, and froin
West Point, come down to the Patent Office. They were
going to get in, buLt I have seen a great nmany of them- the
nost of them-go back. The examinations they hold there
are quite technical. I have been through them, and I have had
to study very hard to get through them, and I started with
a good scientific education. It has also been the practice of the
Patent Office in years past, to make the examination include
questions on Patent Law, and previously nearly all the questions
were on Patent Law. Latterly they have been more on scientific
subjects. For promotion in the Patent Office the questions are
largely those of practice and Patent Law. The gentleman will
find among the examiners a great many who are quite well versed
in the law. There are in Washington three night schools turn-
ing out lawyers by the lhundreds, and a great many examiners in
the Patent Office are students in those law-schools. Now, a
gentleman takes exception to one examiner ruling differently
from another. You will find the samne thlinig in the courts. The
questions that arise in the Patent Office amnong examiners on appli-
cations, are not so much quiestions of law as they are questions of
fact, and where you find questions of fact you will find men
differ. It is an old saying, " So -rnany mnen, so maimy opinions."
It is about true in the Patent Office, and I do inot see how it
will be possible to harmonize in any way the rulings of ex-
aminers. Now I should think the gentleman, from his remarks,
expects an ex parte proceeding to bind every one. It is well
known that an application for a patenit is an ex parte proceeding.
It is not contested at all, and it is no wonder that they are some
times overturned in the courts, and I think there is always a pre-
sumption in favor of a patent. I think the courts recognize a
primafacie right when there is a patent. This question of Patent
Office reform, is a question that has been studied within the
Patent Office itself. The examiners there have made a great
study of it, and they have thought this question over. Some
years ago thev took steps in this direction. It was inl the par-
ticular direction of an increase of salary though, and of course
that was considered a salary grab and it was not very successful.
TIme gentleman, I think, lhas enumierated a large niuiiber of ob-
jections to the Patent laws that are highly visionary. It strikes
nme that the system, as a system with some few exceptions, is
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quite a good one. I heartily concur with him in the wisdom of
establishing a Patent Court, and I thiink he will find the Patent
Office itself believes in such a thing. Almnost every one believes
that the judicial functions of the Conrmmission-er should be taken
away and his office made purely executive. It strikes mie, as far
as the Patent Office is concerned, there are only two things the
matter with it. One thing is the inadequate pay of examiners.
If the pay of examiners is iniereased, say doubled- I mean
all through the assistants-the tendency will be that men will
stay there, and a man that has been any time in the examining
corps can perform three or four times the amaount of work that
one who has been there for a few years can do. It strikes me
that this is the one thing needed in the Pat-ent Office, increased
pay, and there m:light be an increase of force. As to the appoint-
ment of a commission, it seems to nme that the Patent Law could
be revised by direct application to Congress. There is a stand-
ing committee of the House, and there is a stainding com-
inittee of the Senate, and the Chairman of the Senate
Committee is Ex-Secretary Teller, of the Interior Department,
who knows all the Patent Office workings, and who has, in times
gone by, had a great many cases appealed to him from the
Patent Office, before his jurisdiction was overruled by the
Supreme Court of the District of Coluumbia; and I think that if
the National Electric Light Association, or the electrical men,
were to appoint a committee to confer with the Patent Commit-
tee of the Senate or of the House, that this could be effected
more readily than by appointing a commission. It is a more
direct application of power than the other way, and I think we
all believe in applying power just as direct as possible.
MR. PHELPS :-Mr. Chairman, on one point I wish to add to
what I have said. I have had some conferences with other per-
sons in taking a position on this matter. I have not trusted merely
in my own views and apprehensionis; I have been told by an attor-
ney of promninence and large experieniee in patents, as well as other
branches of the law, that he went to Washington some two or
three years ago, with the express purpose of initiating a measure
to remove the very objectionable limitation of United States
patents by foreign patents, and that having consulted with various
persons, in and out of Coingress, with respect to the matter,
he concluded that he had better say nothing whatsoever
about it; better drop it. In his judgment there was a danger
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then, of inviting attacks on the patent systein, through aimlend-
ments and otherwise, even in respect to such a specific measure as
that alone. I confess, that incident has influenced my mind very
considerably in forming an opinion uipon the expedieney of the
measure before us.
AlR. THoMAs D. LoCKW0ooD:-I stand before you th-is eveninlg
the representative of perhaps the best contested patent in the
world-the Bell teleplhone patent of 1876, and yet I like the Pa-
tent Law of the UInited States. I am not in the best condition to
talk, because I lhave not h-eard the previous discussion, and I have
not heard the paper, and I have just come fromn a dinner of about
fourteen courses. Nevertheless, as the last seven years of my life
have been spent with greater or less success in studying patents,
I thought it right that I should say a word. Witlh all the evils
of the Patent Law of the United States, it is yet the best patent
law in the world, and my experience is, that the Patent Law is
not one-tenth as immoral as patentees themselves are. One man
gets a patent for a steam engine. It is the first timne, perhaps,
that a steam engine has ever been invented. Another mran gets
a patent for a crank A, fastened down to the end of the main
shaft B, and attached to the reciprocating connectinig rod C( with
a brass bushing in it, 1D; and the second man cannlot coini-
prehend for the life of him, wlhy he has not got the riglht to
use the steam engine, and he goes alhead and uses the steanm
engine, and a suit in equity is hrought against him, and when
a preliminary injunction is obtained, he poses before the
world as a martyr to inefflicient Patent laws; and then he goes to
work and mnakes a slight variation in his patent, and gets perhaps
a new element in his same old claim, and goes on infringing, and
he is proseeuted again, and is enjoined again, and he poses before
the world as a double martyr, and then gets a few more of his
kind togetlher, and they formn an association for the protection of
patentees. Then a few gentlemen, who really are patentees of the
first order, think it would be a good thing to be protected also, and
for the sake of their own virtuous pateints, they combine themselves
with the iumoral patentees, and get a pretty good lawyer,sometinmes
a first-class lawyer, to frame a bill for the amendment of the Patent
Law. In any event a bill is introduced for the protection of the
innocent purchaser, and the innocent purchaser, nline-tenths of the
time, knows very well that he is purchasing a patented article, be-
cause he has got the patent stamp very likely so emblazoned on one
side of it that he cannot put it straight on the wall to save his life,
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but it has got to be hunig bias. For these reasonis, and many
more reasons, I believe that we had better let well enough alone.
I have noticed in the last seven years that whenever Congress
goes to interfere with the Patent Law, they interfere with it the
wrong way. Two-tlhirds of our Conigressmen have got the notion
which prevails in Wisconsin and AMinnesota and the northlerni
side of Dakota and Idaho, and few more places like tlhat, that tlhe
patent systePi is nothing mnore or less than a system of whole-
sale swindling; and I was very glad to see by the Supreme
Court decision last May, on the driven well patent, that the
Supreme Court of the UJnited States was not going to be
influenced by popular notions or popular sentinments. I was glad
to see that the Supreme Court could sustain a righteous re-issue.
Even now the present Congress, which has not been in existence
mruch more than a week, has begun to get in its work. I noticed
last Friday morning that the regular innocent purchaser bill had
already started on its inarch. I am very much of the opinion of
Mr. Phelps and of Mr. Kintner, that at the present time it would
be unwise to try to get any patent legislation. I am sure that if
we stir the matter up we shall stir it more than we want to. If
we get a commission, our worthy President, with the best inten-
tions in the world, will nominate two commissioners from
Michigan, and two commissioners from Indiana, and one corn-
missioner front Ohio, and I am sure that that comamission will
consider it its duty to point out what one gentleman very forcibly
did this eveninig, anid say that the Con-stitution does not pro-
vide for a Patent Law; it oinly provides that there may be a
Patent Law, and they will condeinn by ignorinig that article of
the Constitution wlhieh intimates tlhat, if there is a Patent Law,
it shall be to promote the arts and sciences. I am very glad that
in these days of corruption, of judicial corruption, we lhave in the
Courts of Equity upright ju-dges; judges that are well versed in
the law, in Patent Law, and who usually keep that provision of
tlle Constitution before their eyes, and keep the idea of that ar-
ticle of the Constitution before their eyes, that a Patent Law is
not to oppress people who use useful instruments, is not to pro-
vide that certain advantages and certain monopolies shall be given
to certain people, but that in consideration of some useful thing
furnished by an American iniventor, that man shall be protected
in the manufacture of his invention for a certain limited period.
Now, with respect to the Patent Office, we cannot deny that
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there is a good deal of inequality of practice, notwithstanding the
eloquent defence made by the gentleman on my left. Those of
us, who have practiced before the Patent Office, have sometinies
had the ill-fortune to have a case before three successive commis-
sioners, eitlher by an interference or by a double interference, or
by some patentee who comes in at the very last minute, or by the
iniability of some examiner to distinguish between mnatters of
form-mnatters of law-and the real snbject of the case in the
class of electricity. Since I have begun to send applications to
the Patent Office, we have had the immortal Zenas Fisk Wilbur
as first examiner in the electric class. We have had II-. C.
Townsend. We have had Dr. F. L. Freeman. We have had
MIr. C. J. Kintner; and now we have Mr. Brown. Every one of
these examiners, to my certain knowledge, has made different
rulings upon the same point with the best intentions in the world.
Mlr. Wilbur used to make rulings, I think, that would help his
own pocket out. Mr. Townsend was about as fair a iuai
as I ever knew. Dr. Freeman was first class. Mr.
Kintner always recognized the difficulty of formrulating a
proper electrical claim and allowed considerable latituLde. Mr.
Brown, filled from the sole of his foot to the crown of his
head with law, but knowing very little about electricity, is dis-
posed to stickle for matters of form. It may be that the gentle-
man is here. If so, I assure him that I do not mnean any dis-
respect; but he came to the class of electricity from the class
which ineluded chamber-ware. Now, how can a gentleman, no
matter how good a lawyer he is, becom-e an accomplished electri-
cian in the twinkling of an eye, simply by being transferred from
one part of the Patent Office to another? I do not know. It
may be that he passed the competitive examination spoken of. If
so, I have nothing more to say. If he passed it, all is well. I
hope when Mr. Brown has fully learned electricity, and learned
it well, that he will stay there, and that by that time we shall
have some provision, either with law or without law, whereby
examiners are well paid if they are good ones. I have nothing
to say against AMr. Brown's rulings. They have been fair as far
as I have seen. Hle seems to have a disposition to do right in so
far as he knows it; but it would be a benefit, if we could get
some uniformity and if we could get Congress to allow the Pa-
tent Office to spend the money which the Patent Office earnis.
Once more, I wish to express mly opinion that it is not wise in
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the year before the general election to stir up any general legis-
lation on patents, and I do not think that a commission is the
best way to do it.
I think we shall have to go straight to Congress and get some
kind of law which is formulated after inature deliberation and
coinsideration by all those having an interest-by a congress of
patentees if you will, witlh the best legal talent we can get.
MLR. FRANKLAND JANNUS :-I have listened witlh a great deal of
interest to all that has been said for and against the revision of
patent law, and I want to add nmy mite. I do not think that after
all that has been said there is mnuch more to add relating to the
Patent Law itself. I agree with the gentlemen who has just sat
down, that it is a very excellent affair as it stands; and as the
matter appears. to me there are only a few things that need
immediate attention, but those I think are urgent. I refer
first to the entire divorce that I think should exist between
Anmerican and European applications. We do not pay m-uch
attention to European laws. They do not pay any atten-
tion at all to ours. And why we should be haampered by them
I never could understand at all. Now there is no better illus-
tration of the danger of meddling with the Patent Law than
what occurs in coninection with foreign patents. Take the
matter of the International Convention. That whole thing is
absolutely inoperative for the reason that our representative did
not know the difference between the filing of an application and
the granting of a patent. As I understand it to-day, if you
can get a case into the office and if you can get it through inside
of six months, then you can take advantage of the balanrce of the
seven months, otherwise the provisions of the convention are of
no use to anybody. That is just a trifling example of the intelli-
gence and information displayed by our Legislators on patent
matters. No doubt the person who conducted the United States
negotiations was perfectly sincere in his intentions. But
the result is not good. Then we want something in the
matter of re-issues. Mr. Lockwood has referred to a riglteoas
re-i88ae. It is hard to say what that is. It seems to me a re-
-issue is righteous when the Supreme Court of the United States
says so, and not until then. It is a very hard thing to get
Congress to decide what a law is after the United States
Supreme Court has had a whack at it. Now I think that a
great many of the difficulties and troubles from which we
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actually suffer exist in the Patent Office. I have thought
so for a long time and think so still. Reform is needed
and we do not want to go to Congress for that, because
we will get nothing. If Congress would do anything about
the rules of practice, I would like to have them, but I
doubt very much that they will. I have never yet knowni
an instance where an Examiner was ousted for incompet-
ence, and there is not a man here to-night wlho has prac-
ticed before the Patent Office who does not know that there
are lots who are incomnpetent. AMany are competent, I admit
that; but incomnpetent ones exist. There are men in prominent
positions in the Patent Office to-day who got in before the exam-
inations began. They could not pass a scientific examination to
get in to save their lives, if they were once out, and the only
way a ian can do when he knows hiis application is being con-
sidered by such a person is to get a change of venue in some
way or other.
We all appreciate the entire importance of a record of pre-
vionis cases in consideriing the validity of a particular patent.
We all know that we have to go to the original files; it
is there we get the original information. We want to look
at the refereniees, etc. Now, it is a fact that when you go
back a few years you cannot count upon a comiplete file in
the records of the Patent Office. I do not mean to say there
are none, but I mean that back of the few years the files are in-
complete. They contain the specification and letters, and prob-
ably a printed copy of the specification, but no drawing. Then,
as the record roonm is about a mile away from the file room,
there is only one single mode in which you can get the whole
case together, and that is, to buv copies of everything you want
in order to be able to look at them all together for about ten
minutes. I once called Commissioner Mlontgomery's attention
to the matter. He said, " Why, certainly-Mr. Duryea, won't
you see to it that these copies are put in these files?" I felt
that I had accomplished something. I went up there again in a
few weeks and asked somebody if he had heard of this being
done. It had not been heard of. I went to see the Commis-
sioner again. He scratched his head and seemed to try to recol-
lect: "Oh, yes; oh, yes," lie said, "MAr. Jannus, if you will put
that matter in writing, I shall be ever so much obliged to you."
I proceeded to do so. In the course of a few days I received a
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very couirteous reply which said, that the matter referred to in
my communication of such and such a date, had been referred to
a committee, consisting of the chief draughtsman, the chief clerk
and one of the principal examiners, and that they had decided
that, whilst it was very desirable that this thing should be done,
still that there was no force at the disposal of the Commissioner
with which to accomplish the same; that it was eminently de-
sirable, but that it could not be done, and he kindly concluded
with the suggestion that I call the attention of his successor to
the same thing. I do not know whether his successor has got
around to it or whether he ever will, or whether I ever sliall. I
think that some of the surplus, of which we have all heard so
much, ought to be applied to attending to that matter.
I remember once being particularly struck by the effect of the
statement on my part, that the Patent Office was responsible for
nothing and responsible to nobody. The more I think of it the
more I appreciate that that irresponsibility gives rise to a good
many very peculiar actions. It does not make any difference
how much an examiner impedes the progress of your case, there
is absolutely no responsibility on his part. There is nothing he
can do, judging from the history of the office, that will secure his
dismissal or reprimand. The only thing you can do is to appeal.
That, it seems to me, ought to be remedied in some way or
other. A man goes to the Patent Office with a case; he
is posted in tlle art and he knows it is new. His attorney
knows it too, of course, as his client has told him. Well, the
case is taken up by some junior, some new man, probably in the
office only a week or two, which very often happens, especially
in the class of electricity. References are not well considered,
and the burden is thrown entirely upon the attorney and
his client to demonstrate to the office, to explain to the examiner,
what the reference does show, and then call attention by con-
trast, to what the application shows, the precise work for which
the Government Examiner was paid. That is a thing of daily
occurence. I think that after a man has shown evident incom-
petence he ought to be incontinently "4fired." I think there
are plenty of good men to be had. Now, it is a regular thing
for a fellow to examnine a case and fire a lot of drawings at you
and let you fight it out yourself afterwards. That is not the in-
tention of the rules. That is not what ought to be done. I do not
say it is done in every case, but it is done in too many cases, and
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it is these things that keep the work of the office back and
hamper and annoy everybody connected with it. As a result
of such actions on the part of the office, I have seen inventors
deliberately order their attorneys to take claims out after being
advised that they could be eventually secured, by appeal if
necessary.
The peculiar views taken by inventors of their patents,
and some other fellow's patent, is very well illustrated by the
gentleman who preceded ine. And that is true. But that ought
inot to be the case with examiners, although it is. They take
just precisely the opposite view. They think they are counsel
for the public, and instead of seeing what is in an application,
and really making an effort to cite references to show anticipatory
matter, they simply think they can expand a reference to any
extent and that is the end of it. If it is rejected they are glad.
That ought not to be.
Then this shifting of examiners from division to division is
another source of delay and trouble, as in the class of electricity,
where the chief examiner comes from water closets to electricity.
It practically blocks tlle progress of that class for a long time.
Then, when you cotne to add his lack of famniliarity with the
subject, an overwhelming disposition for technicalities, why
altogether, you get a very interesting combination.
Now, in the opposite branch of the office-chemistry-there is
an examiner, a very nice fellow outside of the office, but then he
is always ready to deny the operativeness of a process. He is not
going to find out whether it is operative or not. The fact that
he will in all probability be proved wrong, does not deter
him. You have not proved it is operative. You have
not submitted specimens, and that is the enid of you until you
do. I have cases there now and I know that they are operative.
The man who says they are, is a man of fifty years experience;
yet this man, with no experience at all outside his rooms
says it is not operative, and the case is clogged until it becomes
convenient for my client to prove otlherwise. I have heard
it suggested by a friend who has been very highly spoken
of here to-night, that the day of a close examination in the
Pateint Office was gone, that the system of examination-
the theoretical system at present in existence - is obsolete.
His idea is that the examiner should take up a case,,
point out objections - insufficiency of descr-iption, and all
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those things just as he does now, and then cite all the re-
ferences he has, tending to show lack of invention; that
after receiving those referenees it should be the duty of the
applicant to amend his case as he might see fit; take out his
claim, limit it, expand it, do anything he chooses, and then send
the case to issue. That struck me at first as a most iniquitous
proposition; but I think it will bear consideration, because the
Courts will be the ultimate tribunals before which that case will
be settled. For when the office has cited its references. then that
branich of the case should be closed and sent forward. The appli-
cant takes the risk in it. The favorable dictum of the Patent
Office does not hold before the Court. I think that there is
where the responsibility falls in view of the fact that the Courts
constitute the only ultimate tribunal. It is not customary for
people now-a-days to put money in patents withouit at least looking
at the file, and the moment that is done, they are in possession of
the data upon which the Court would have to decide and upon
which they might as, well decide also.
Now, I think there is another point that we need to consider
more and that is this question of trials before a jury. I think we
are agreed that the average jury is not fit to pass upon a patent.
It takes a great deal of study for men who make it a speciality.
I think it would be better to impanel a jury of experts, and pay
them as such and let them advise the Court. The trouble with
expert testimony at the present day is, that you have the jury and
also have the experts, and the experts for each side color their
testimony just as much as they possibly can. Then the tribunal
not only, has to consider the facts in the case, but they have got
to estimate just how much an expert can exaggerate, withouat do-
ing anything more.
I certainly agree with Mr. Steuart that the Patent Law needs
some revision, but I am a little doubtful whether this is the
best time to do it. Some think it is, some think it is not. I
think, if we were to go for two or three inoffensive amenidments,
we inight get them. If that cannot be done, as many gentlemen
seem to think, then I favor the plan of a commission, because going
to Congress with inidividual bills always gives rise to the suspicion
that the parties who go have an axe to grind. The question is,
How can these lawyers afford to come here and ask for these
things? People in Congress ask these questions as well as other
people. The answer naturally is they are trying for legislation
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for some particular thing, and especially are politicians liable to
those suspicions. Thev think of that first, last and all the time,
judging from what they say, and for that reason I think the plan
of a coinmission would be the best, because the matter can then be
presented to Congress in an impartial manner. Whether this pre-
sent time is or is not the best, I do not know, but I think if it is
decided to apply for a commission, that this time is as good
as any other. It will certainly take time to consider the question,
and to formulate what they want. I douibt very much whether
the matter couild be brought to the attention of Congress until
after this bugaboo of the presidential election has passed.
MR. LocKwooD:-I crave your indulgence for one or two more
remarks. Words would fail me if I should attempt to depiet the
interest with which I have listened to the remarks of the gentle-
man who spoke last; and while I cannot agree with every one of
his propositions, I may say that I can cordially agree with some
of them. For example, I can agree most cordially with his pro-
position that the aspect of our Patent Law, with relation to
foreign patents, does need revision. But I do not tlhink that a
commission is the best means of accomplishing it.
With respect to the re-issue question,. I thinik that the gentle-
man, apparently, so well able to explain his ideas of what is
right and what is wrong, could scarcely find any trouble in ascer-
taining for himself what is a proper re-issue anid what is not a
proper re-issue. If we stick to the definition of the statute as to
what kind of a patent may be re-issued-that is a proper re-issue.
If we take a re-issue patent that is re-issued, obviously after the
state of the art is advanced up to a certain pitch, far beyond its
reach at the time when the patent was originally issued, and in
which the first patent is clearly so reconstructed as to show an
attempt to cover subsequent improvemients, that is an improper
re-issue. I do not think the law needs any revision with re-
spect to re-issues.
The genltleman said that he never heard of any incompetent
examiner being dismissed. I never did either. I do not think
anybody ever did. It is the competent examiners that get out of
the Patent Office. It is the incompetent ones that stay in. But
I would like to add a doxology to his remarks there. I think it
is equally necessary that there slhould be some kind of an ex
amining committee for attorneys. I never heard of an incom-
petent attorney being dismnissed permanently. I have known
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a good mnany to be dismissed from oue client but simply toh
catchl oni to another one. And it is a pretty safe rule I
think to fight pretty shy of those gentlemen who flood you
witlh eirculars after you have got a patent. It strikes
me that there is something in the matter of Patent Office tribunals
that needs rectifying. I do not know how the law is going to
get around it, because the patentee seems to think his rights are
infritnged, if he is not allowed to handle the tribunals of the Patent
Office as lie sees fit. If we get an adverse decision, we feel very
badly if we canniot appeal to the board of examiners in chief, and
so oni. But I do not know with mny present informnation where
to take lhold of this subject of a tribunal. I thiink that needs a
little more attention perhaps than has been given to it. Now all
of us wlho practice before the Patent Office or are interested in
patents should be prepared to bear patiently with the custom of
examiners who deal with applications in an impartial and square
manner. If they allow a patent whiclh afterwards turns out to
have other references, and which is niot new, I think we should
retnember that it is utterly impossible in the present state of
knowledge, and in the large expanse of publications anid of prior
patents which they have to wade througlh, to cover the ground
every time. We have got to take our clhanices in the mnatter; and
those of us who have taken out patents for inventions know we
have got to get olit patents for the invenitor by hook or crook. As
a rule the inventor does not care whether the claiin is valid or can
be sustained or not. If he has got a patent he can easily sell it.
M.y experience is, no matter how foolish a patent is, how uniduly
broad a patent is, how ridiculous a patent is, all you have got to
do is to find somebody with more money than brains and you can
sell that patent, and you can organize a company with seven unil-
lions of dollars of capital on it, juLst as easily as you can with the
best invention ever made. So I think we must not be too hard
on the examiners. There are a good many ways we can help
them. As a rule an examiner is open to conviction; the average
exatniner is, I am sture. About five years ago I filed an applica-
tion for a patent before a certain examiner, whichl I tlhinik I could
have made to cover broadly the conversion of electricity of high
potential to electricity of low potential, for the puLrpose of gettinig
incarndescenlt lamps from the high potential circuits by means of
induction coils; and the examiner, he was lionest, but he was not
informed on the subject, and lhe said--" It caninot be donie." He
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said there was no such thing ever heard of as working an induc-
tion coil backwards well; it was within the extent of my electrical
knowledge that it could be doine-tlhat it had been done, for I
had done it myself, and moreover, I knew that the conservation
of energy would work almost any way backwards or forwards.
But I had a gentleman for a client whio was afraid to give me rope,
and the application was put upon a slelf. In such cases as that
the examiner is not to blame for sticking to his views; but the
client is to blame for not sticking to his views. For my part
rather than erase a claim out, to which I knew I was entitled, I
would let it stay in the Patent Office until the crack of doom.
MFR. FOWLEim: I think, if the National Electric Light Associa-
tion were to present some bill in Congress, which would increase the
pay of examiners say fifty or one hundred per cent., it wouild go
farther towards removing the evils of the Patent Office than every-
thing else combined. In one year we counted that from among
the examiners twenty-tlhree had resigned-about one-sixth of the
whole corps. The Patent Office now is filled with new men.
Until a man has examlined for onie year, lie is absolutely worthless
in the Patent Office. I have been troubled a great deal myself
since I have been out of the office with these questions of form,
and I know exactlv what it means. If gentlemen here had any
conception of tlle work that is thrown upon examiners, they
would know what it means. It is a great deal easier to raise a
question of form, than it is to go down anid examine the merits
of a case. T'hlese questions of form are raised by men who are
so banked up with work that it is anything to get rid of a
case. If the salaries of these men are raised, and men kept
there who can perform three or four times the work that new
or iinexperienced men can perform, reform will follow. I was
talking witlh an examiner, a friend of mine, whom I met in New
York a few days ago, and he said this is the way he works-and I
thiought it was a very poor way-it is anything to shelve a case.
He has little rollers-stamps-that he rolls across a sheet of paper-
division, process and product and everything else-ex_parte some-
thing-he rolls thein over the sheets and hands them over to the
clerk, and she writes a letter. That case is got rid of. I was very
much struck with this quiestion of form wheni I was in the Patent
Office. There was a case which had been on the merits twice to the
board and once to the commissioner, and it was a case we were very
much harassed about. It was a question whether the thing was
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patentable, and one of the gentleinen in charge asked me to take
hold of the case and make an examnination upon the merits. I
took hold of it, spent somne little time at it and I found two Eng-
lish patents for exactly the same thing, and yet the case had been
appealed to the Board twice and to the Cominissioner once upon
the question whethier the thing was patentable. That just illustrates
the point exactly. They will raise these questions of form to get
rid of the case rather than examine the merits, because it takes
too long. They want to be up to date with the work as near as
possible.
Now, this question of limiting American patents by foreign
patents does not strike me as being such a terrible thing. It is
easily gotten around. It is the popular iinpression that all
foreign patents limit an American patent, and yet it is only so
when a foreign patent is previously patented. It is easy enough
to file your foreign patent on the same day that the American
patent issues, and the foreign patent does not limit the Ainerican
patent, nor does the Ameriean patent limit the foreign patent in
any way.
I am a believer in compulsory licenses as they have them in
England. I know my friend on the right will not agree with me
in this. I do not think one inan should be able to get a broad claim
allowed and prevent improvers from using improvements. That
is what the law of this countrv gives them. In England a Board
of Commissioners ascertain how much a license is worth; and they
make a man with a foundation patent give a license to another
party, so that an improver can use his invention. There are
many companies in this country who have valuable improvements
locked up in their safes. In that way they impede progress. I
have in mind one comnpany where the mnaniagers do not want to
change the maclhinery because of the cost, although there are a
great many inventions in their line that are better than the
devices they manufacture. They buy up the patents and put them
in their safe.
MR. JANNUS :-I did not have the slightest intention of reflect-
ing upon the entire staff of the Patent Office, because I kniow
there are plentv of good examiniers; I merely referred to tlhose
that were not, and to the fact that, despite the examination for
admnission, the force is not as good as it might be. I fully agree
with what has been said about raising salaries, and I fully en-
dorse the proposition that that would, in a large measure, modify
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present troubles in that respect. They want more inen, and they
want to have them more competent. Both things are necessary.
Concerning the new tribunal that has been proposed, I
think everybody has considered the question molre or less, and I
believe everybody considers it more or less of a gooci plan. I
agree also with Mir. Lockwood that this proposition needs to be
considered very carefully. As the matter now stands, a person
who has lost his case before one tribunal would feel personally
aggrieved if he had not the opportunity of carrying it to another.
In days gone by, the assistant commissioner was taken from the
ranks of the office. To him matters of form were referred.
That precedenit has been overlooked and that office has beeni
practically vacant-that is what it amounts to. The question
of re-issues is a very serious one. I passed it over, as I
did other matters, believing it to be almost too late to go
into it; but there is one point in that question I would
like to bring up, that is, the trouble in the way of an in-
ventor, in securing what has been apparently lost by a defec-
tive patent, principally owing to the fact that it is a con-
clusive presumption that everything that is shown in a patent
and not claimed is patented. If there is any way of over-
coming that, then we will have actually what re-issues were
supposed to cover. I do not believe that the re-issue law
was ever meant to cover a case where a man went in and
expanded an application after he had found the desirabil-
ity of doing so. I do not think it was ever intended, and
the Supreme Court evidently does not; but I think that if
re-issue is confined to the subject matter found in the claims
actually patented, giving it perhaps a better expression or some
greater scope, a scope evidently due to it, and that then the
applicant can remove from the defective patent the subject
matter of a different character which was not covered in those
claims, then relief can be found. As the matter stands it is a
fact, and I think it will not be denied, that it is almost impossible
to do anything with an invention after it has been badly patented.
But as I said tefore, you never know what is a good re-issuie
until the Supremne Court has passed upon it. That question I
feel to be too deep and too serious for our discuLssion to-niight
and therefore will leave it.
MR. J. A. MILLER :-I should like to say a few words. I have
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practiced before the Patent Office since 1854, and I do not know
that any attorney practicing before the office has been more un-
fortunate, particularly in one rooin, in his intercourse with ex-
aminers than I have been. I speak of the textile room. Now,
I have felt all these difficulties which have been spoken of by the
various gentlemen here anid have suffered considerably. At
times I was almost disgListed with the actions of some of the ex-
aminers, buLt about four or five years ago I had three very
important cases which were rejected in Germany and I went to
Germany to appeal. Since that I have been satisfied with our
Patent Office and with the practice in our office.
MR. JANNUS :-An ex-commissioner had the same experience
recently.
MR. MILLER:-As to raising the salaries of exaininers as a
whole, I niever did believe in that. I believe more in the
European system of putting a high premiunm on the higher
grades. I believe in paying the chief examiners a very high
salary, but I think the young men can get along witlh a
lower salary, and I think the present salary is sufficient for them
until they have striveni and gained a higher position. There is
another remark I wish to make on this question of a Court.
We have all suffered very much by appealing from the Board
of Exanminers-in-Chief to the Commissionier and not getting quite
to the Commissioner. In fact we do not know where we are
when we get there. The examiners-in-chief are very honest
men, but they get into rlUts. If you have an argument before
them, youi know just what you are to say and it depends on who
is to write the opinion, and if you happen for instance to take
the question of employer anid emnployee, and get started wrong
on that, you cannot win to save your life.
MR. DAVIDSON:-I submit there is no system for the administra-
tion of affairs among men that will not be open to numerous ob-
jections from-may I say-theoretical perfectionists. Now, the
Patent system is not perfect; we will admit that. There are perhaps
many ways in which it may be improved. There has been quite
an extended discussion as to the imperfections of examiners. We
attorneys are perhaps quite as much as the examiners tainted
with original sin. We are not perfect. Our judicial system is
not perfect. The question we must come back to is this-is not
our Patent system as we have it to-day the best that we can get,
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with some trifling corrections, and would it be wise for us to
open the door to a general revision of the entire system? Is it
well to invite ehanges which will require interpretation, which
will require decisions to mark down the lines upon which they
are to be interpreted, and overthrow doctrines in regard to patents
based uipon some three thousand or more judicial decisions?
I think not. As sooIn as a revision of the laws is invited by a
commission such as has been suggested, every man with a hobby
in regard to the Patent Law, will appear before the commission
and seek to grind his own axe. We will have before such a com-
mnission all the gentlemen who are in favor of protecting innocent
purchasers. It seems to me I may be permitted to bring the dis-
cussion to what I uinderstand to be tlle real point of it, that is, the
propriety of making an application to Congress for the revision
of the laws. Everybody assumes there are some imperfections; I
should think we ought to treat them like any other business
enterprise. No business man goes to another anid says, I have
got a claim against you; I don't know just what it is, but
if you will help me to find out I think we can get at it.
That is no way to get at it. We ought to decide what
we concede to be the points to be secured for the improve-
nient of the patent system, and then when we know just
what we want, ask for it; and let the maniufacturing interests,
and the inventors bring their influence to bear upon the politi-
cians. I believe in practical statesmanship. I do not believe in
in ideal statesmanshiip. Let us select those things which are
obtainable and make a direct application for them.
MR. WHEELER:-I think- that some time ago Mr. Plhelps intro-
duced a resolution, and in view of what has been said, I would like
to second it.
THE PRESIDENT:-While the Secretary is finding that resolu-
tion, I think it would be simply due to Mr. Steuart to afford him
the opportunity of replying to the remarks that have been made.
MR. STEUART:-Gentlemen, I have very little to say in this
matter. I came here for the purpose of lhearing what you had
to say, and I prepared iny paper for the purpose of making a
text for this discussion, and I am very glad you have so freely
and so fully expressed your opinions. There seems to be a some-
what equal division of opinion with reference to the proper
course of procedure. I cannot help adhering to my original
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view with referenee to the best course. It seems to me that if we
can iintroduce into Congress a bill providing for certain specifie
changes in the law which is the result of the work of a competent
commission, who have investigated the subject carefully, and who
bring in a report wlicil comes from neutral men, unbiased by
any personal interest and unbiased by any special class-interest, in
such a form that it canniot be considered as class legislation;
that we will stand before Congress with a better chance of
accomplishing the results that we have in view than. we could
possibly have were we to go now before Congress, or any other
time, asking for specific changes in the law proposed by our-
selves. I think much good could be obtained by a bill that
would provide for any one of the suggested changes which have
been discussed. If a bill were passed providing for an increase
of salaries to the examiners, it would do great good. If a bill were
passed for creating a tribunal it woould do great good. But when we
are going about the thing at all, it seemns to me that we want to put
ourselves on the floor of Congress in the strongest position that we
can take there, and the way to do that, as well as I can understand
it, is to go there with the report of a neutral commission, and we
will have a better chance than we could possibly have with a bill
prepared by any class of men, whether lawyers or manufac-
turers. I will say in conclusion that I think the resolution that.
has been introduced is unnecessary, because I do not know that
it will have any special object or any special effect-any special
purpose. The meeting of to-night was called for the purpose of
having the discussion which we have here engaged in, and of
seeing what was the best that could be done. It is preliminary
in its character. There will be a convention of lawyers and
manufacturers held in Washington the first week of January,,
which will be under the auspices of the Patent Bar Association
of the City of Washington, and I will be very glad, and I am.
sure they will be very glad, if all of you wlho are interested in
the subject will attend that Convention for the purpose of hear-
iIng the question discussed as elaborately as it will be there dis-
cussed. The meeting will last several days, and there will be
representatives from several cities. I think, that in view of that
meeting and of the very much mnore full and elaborate discussion
that will there take place, any action upon this resolution at tliis.
time would be premature.
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THE PRESIDENT:--I think it lies within my duty to say that
the resolution says, " it is the sense of this society." This is a
special meeting, and I do not think we could pledge the Institute
one way or the other, and I would like to point ou-t in addition
to that, that we have on the Secretary's desk a bulk of corre-
spondenice froin some of the leading inventors and patentees and
patent experts of the country, embracing various opinions; and
certainly, before we express a definite opinion one way or the
other of the Instituite, it would be well to know what lies in that
correspondence which should guide our action in addition to
what we have heard this evening. I merely throw that out by
way of suggestioin.
Upon motion of Mr. Fowler the resolution was laid upon the
table.
The following communications were received from various gen-
tlemen who were unable to be present at the meeting:
NEW YORK, December 16th, 1887.
DEAR SIR :-Your comnmunication of December 13th, in re-
gard to a proposed revision of the Patent Law, is received.
It will, I regret, be impossible for ine to attend on December
20th, a previous engagement preventing.
It is my opinion, however, that it would be exceedingly dis-
advantageous to attempt to meddle with the Patent Law at
present. You are more likely to make it worse than better, by
any proposed legislation. Nor do I think the plan of a commis-
sion would be a very feasible one. I doubt whether a commis-
sion, favorable to patents, could be appointed; and I doubt
whether, if appointed, its recommendations would be adopted
by Congress.
There is, however, a possible and simple improvement which
would be greatly to the advantage of the patent system, and
which would not involve the necessity of going to Congress. The
present system of taking depositions in patent cases amounts,
very frequently, to a substantial oppression of the weaker by
the stronger, and, invariably, to a very great and unnecessary
expense. The province of the court is constantly usurped by
experts-witnesses are constantly asked in regard to matters
which, legally, are totally immaterial.
In my experience, over one-half of the testimony in a patent
case, on an average, is immaterial, and would be ruled out at a
trial at Law. The reason of this is, that the testimony is
taken before an irresponsible officer, without power to rule upon
questions or answers. Very frequently the Examiner in Chan-
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cery is subequently appoiTnted Master on the accounting, wheni he
immediatelv has the very power of ruling on the questions which
upon the last hearing he did not have. The testimony so taken
before hiim, as Master, is competent to reverse the previous de-
cision on the coining in of his report. I believe, of course, that
the best system would be a trial of all patent cases in open court.
This, lowever, is impracticable, owing to the lack of judicial force.
I believe the next best plan, and one that is perfectly
feasible, is that all depositions in patent cases should be
taken before a Mlaster or Referee with power to rule upon the
admission of evidence; and that his ruling should be final,
unless an appeal should be taken therefrom, within a specified
time, to the court; and upon such appeal I should give to the
prevailing party substantial costs, so as to prevent the over-
burdening of the judges with useless and vexatious appeals.
An appeal from the judge's ruling to lie, of course, as it does
now, to the Supreme ourt of the United States.
I have no doubt that the introduction of this system would
decrease the cost of patent litigation, whieb is now burdensome,
over one-half, anid could but result in benefit both to litigants
and to the courts. The records being mueh less voluminous
would involve mubch less time for consideration in the courts,
and consequently businiess could be more rapidly disposed of.
This modification of the practice would, I know, from discussion,
receive the approbation of many prominent members of the bar;
and it is a change which could be made under a Supreme Court
rule without the necessity of going to Congress at all.
Of course, I appreciate as much as any one, the numerous de-
fects of the present system; and I am sure that that system ought
to be changed in many important particulars; but I likewise
believe that it cannot be done at the present time, and that any
interference by Congress with the Patent Law is more than likely
to result in disaster.
Yours truly,
E. N. DICKERSON, JR.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 16 1887.
The subject of Mr. Steuart's paper on REVISION OF THE PATENT
LAW is an important one, and I am glad you have extended to
the absent members of the Institute an invitation to state their
views.
Allow me briefly to state that I have no fault to find with our
Patent Laws, but that I should like to see:
FIRST: That the Commissioner and the Examiners should re-
ceive double their present salaries, so as to induce them to stay
in service longer than they do now.
SECOND: That a Patent Court be established, constituted some-
what on the plan of the Supreme Court of the United States,
who shall decide all patent questions, and whose decision shall be
final.
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THIRD: That no citizen of a foreign country shall obtain a
United States patent for a longer period than a citizen of the
United States can obtain in said foreign country.
Yours very truly,
E. BERLINER.
LEWISTON, MAINE, Dec. 16, 1887.
I hope that in the discussion of lvMr. Steuarts paper some one
will again call attention to the point raised in an editorial in the
Eleetrical Engineer for Decemuber. The probability is, that wvhat
we shall get will not be what we ask. And there are on-e or two
features about the proposed changes which I hope Mr. Steuart
will explain in greater detail.
For example; the testing laboratory, first suggested, I believe,
by Mr. Kintner, and generally received with favor. I am unable
to see how much could be done with it without giving to the ex-
aminers the privilege of requiring, whenever they saw fit, that
the actual device should be brought before them, in complete
working order. Would not this in mnany cases work great hard-
ship ?
I understand the Electric Liglht Committee to recomimend a
special training for Patent Office employees, similar to that which
army officers receive at West Point; but I do not remember that
they suggest anything corresponding to the post-graduate course
in Indian fighting taken by the West Point boys. It may be,
tllat I radically misunderstand the committee, buit it has seemed
to me, that, when the skeleton they bring forward shall have
been clothed with flesh by professional law-makers, it will take
the forni of a goverment school of Patent Law and Applied
Scienice, whose graduates would receive a sort of sub-lieutenant's
commission in the Patent Office.
Of course, any plan resembling this would in time fill the
building with men specially trained for their work. But would
they not be likely to be also thoroughly out of touch and out of
sympathy with the practical life of the outside world, likely also
to have a feeling of contemptuous dislike for the improperly edu-
cated majority of the inventors with whom they would be brought
into relations, likely in short, to be prigs, pedants, obstructionists,
adepts in the art of how not to do it?
Respectfully youls,
ALMON ROBINSON9.
LYNN, Mass., Dec. 17th, 1887.
Though I regret the inability to attend the special meeting,
December 20th, and take part therein, I am in hearty sympathy
with any movement calcuilated to improve our Patent system.
That it has some serious defects, is less of a suspicion than a fact.
Just what these are, and how they are to be remedied, is far more
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difficult to determine. Some of the inequities of the system are,
however, discovered without much difficulty and have often been
pointed ouLt.
Others, more difficult to locate anld more difficult to appoint a
remedy for, are none the less important.
The whole subjeet of the relations of honiie patents to foreign
patents, of the rights of foreign and Americani inventors comn-
paratively, one to the other, needs remodeling, in my opinion.
I believe that the standard of what constitutes an iinvention
must, in the natural growth and developmnent of the arts, gradu-
ally undergo a change, an elevation in such standard. It cannot
be denied that to-day, with the experience and resources which
have accumulated, many things are produced as the simple
result of mechanical skill or skill not involving invention, and
that very many such things become the subjects of patents,
which, instead of benefiting the public by disclosure of some-
thing new and original, serve only to check legitimate growth of
industry and harass the true inventors. How often, indeed, do
we find inventors themselves applying for anid taking out just
such patents as inv-olve no invention, but only aggregation and
meclanical skill, knowing full well that they must do this in
self-protection, to prevent being harassed in the development of
their real inventions, by tlhe pse.&?rdo inventor or qua8si mechanicalimprover.
MVlany are the instances in whlicli this is done, and for protec-
tion the inventor must not onily take out a patent for his inven-
tion, but must give the tiine and energy and moiney to taking
out his
_preventions of eirceamventions. For instance, one in-
ventor takes ouit a patent for, say, a dy-naino, belted or connected
with a motor, in a certain coinbinatiolln, and shows the two belted
together. Another inventor comnes along and patents in the same
comibination a dynamno and a motor whose armatures are on the
same 8shft. Numerous such instances might be given. In fact,
I have a case in miind in wh-ieh the prior iniventor shows both
belting together two mrachines, and placing thein on the same
shaft, and using them in a certain combination; while another
subsequenitly gets a claim limited to the same combination, but
with the miiachines on the satme &aqft. It is not sufficient to say
that such a claimn is invalid, because it involves no invention; for
the patent, having been issued after an examination of its novelty,
has a certain warrant upon its faee as containing invention, and
with the sanction of the Patent Office.
As a consequeniee of this conidition of affairs, it often happens
that the intelligent inventor, or his attorney, who can and does
discriminate as to what is invention and what is not, fails to
claim what the less discriminating inventor or less careful attor-
ney easily obtains. The result of this conidition is to make the
"claim everything," course the only safe one, assuming the
Patent Office to be uniformly consistent in its rejections, an
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assumption which is theoretically, though probably not practic-
ally true, bearing in mind periods of time wlich have given rise
to changes in tlhe officers in clharge.
There is mucl-h more whichmlight be said, but I will content
myself for the present with the above referenees to what I con-
sider a defect arising out of o-ur patent system, leaving to others
to point out suelh otlher imperfections as may lhave conme to them
in their experience, and of whielh I shall be an interested student.
I seriously doubt whether any patent system can be devised
which will not, in many particulars, become outgrown in a moderate
period of years. Our present system seemns, in imany respects, to
have been so outgrowrm, and if not revised, will become more out-
grown as the needs of the industrial arts develop in new lines.
What was formerly a real invention becomnes, with the greater
spread of knowledge and skill, merely the exercise of that knowl-
edge and skill to fill a need for a new device, a need which in it-
self may not have existed prior to the time of its being filled. In-
deed, this stage of progress seemns to me to have been reached in
certain fields of work.
Respectfully yoours,
ELIHE TnoHsoN.
BALTIMORE, December 19th, 1887i.
I regret that press of other business prevents myv taking part
in the discuLssion on a subject so important to the interests of in-
ventors, and to the industrial and commercial welfare of the
country in general, as is the movement about to be undertaken
for a revision of the Patent Law.
That this law is sadly in ineed of revision, is patent to all -who
have had any experience in connection with it, and its principal
defects are sufficiently well known to render it unnecessary to
refer to them here, since this feature of the subject will doubtless
receive its full share of attention at the hands of the able gentle-
men who are assenmbled to do it justice.
There is one point in connection with this subject, however,
that I think calls for concerted action on the part of the members
of the Institute and inventors in general, inasmuch as it has an
important bearing upon the question. I refer to the recently
ratified International Convention for the Protection of Industrial
Property, and its relation to the proposed revision of the Patent
Law of the IUnited States.
The inducemients offered to American inventors by the Patent
Laws of several of the more progressive foreigni counitries are
now comparatively liberal, and it is but natural that, in view of
the growiing popular demand for inventions of merit both at
home and abroad, the nuLmber of foreign patents takeni out by
citizens of the United States has largely increased. The remark-
able and successful progress that has recently beeni made in the
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various applications of electricity, both in this country and in
Europe, has opened up a new and profitable field for further
effort in this direction, which eleetrical inventors in this country
have not been slow to occupy. In fact, so great is the spirit of
rivalrv and competition in electrical inatters at the present time,
that the legal protection of an invention in several different
countries is almost a matter of necessity in order to render it
commercially valuable.
It has been customary for inventors in this couintry to file ap-
plications for foreign patents oni the same dav upon which the
United States patent issued, or within a few days thereafter.
This course was necessary, first, becauise of a provision in the
United States Law (Section 4,887, Revised Statutes,) limiting
the duration of the patent, if the invention is first patented in a
foreign country. (As the date of filing is also the date of patent
in the principal foreign countries, this fact has been construed as
being sufficient to cause a limitation of the UJnited States patent.)
Second, because in several of the foreign countries a valid patent
cannot be obtained, if a description of the invention becomes ac-
cessible to the public before the specification is officially filed.
The compulsory filing of the foreign cases before the issue of the
United States patent, under the pr-ovisionis just cited, is a serious
hardship to the inventor, becatuse it necessitates the expenditure
of a large sunm for patents before he has had an opportunity to
test the public feeling in regard to the usefulness or value of his
invention, or the probable demland for it in those countries in
which he purposes applyinig for letters patent. Furthermore, if
an inventor intends to apply for foreign patents upon an inven-
tion pending in the UJnited States Patent Office, he is compelled
to abstain from doing so uintil after the various and sometimes
tedious delays that frequently ocecur before the case is finally al-
lowed and passed to issuie. Aloreover, an in-ventor is prohibited
during the pendency of his United States application from
publishing an account of his invenition or discovery in order to
publicly establish his claim tlhereto, or for any other purpose, be-
cause of the risk of losing or endangering the validity of the
foreign patents when thev are applied for.
Among the provisions of the International Convention for the
Protection of Induistrial Property, the outcome of a conference
held in Paris by the delegates of several European countries for
the purpose of introducing certain reforms into the various pa-
tent systems with a view to promoting harmony between the
same, is a clause allowing an applicant in anv one country a
period of six months (an additional mouth being added for coun-
tries across the sea,) froum the date of filing hIis application, within
which to file the same in ainy other counitry belonging to the
Union, and that during suclh period his riglhts shall not be in-
validated by any publication or public use of the invention. Un-
fortunately, while the intention of the conferenee was good, the
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clause under discussioni does not conformi to the UJnited States
patent systemn, and is directly in opposition to the statutes as they
now exist and in accordance with which patents in this country
are issued. Indeed, it is a question whether, if the recent adop-
tion of the articles of confederation by the United States are
binding, the rights heretofore enjoyed by Aimerican inventors are
not further restricted, since uniless foreign application is made
within seven months from the darte if fhiny in this country, the
foreign patent may be refused or invalidated. If this be the case,
it is needless to say that fully nine-tenths of all the electrical
cases now on file in the United States Patent Office are debarred
from foreign protection in any of the couiitries of the Union, and
the electrical division is now about six inouiths behind on new
work.
It is clear that such a state of affairs caninot long be allowed to
continue, and it is high time that thle entire patent system, not
only of this, but also those of other countries, be placed on a firm
and reliable footing. This can best be done by taking steps
towards properly amending the provisions of the International
Convention, so as to adapt the same to the requirements of our
patent system, and these steps should be taken either separately
or in conjunction with the proposed revision of the United States
Patent Law. The international phase of the question will pro-
bably permit of a miore ready solution by avoiding the attacks
that may be mryade upon our present patent system, if the matter
is taken up by Congress in its local bearing only, while by having
proper representation at the next International Conference, suffi-
cient progress may be inade to introduee a numnber of important
changes for the better without the necessity of re-opening the
entire subject.
With regard to the changes to be made, I would respectfully
suggest, first, that the latter part of section 4,887, Revised Sta-
tutes, before referred to, be stricken out, as it is of no particular
advantage and is detrimental to the interests of Amnerican as well
as foreign inventors. Second, that that action of the Inter-
national Convention relating to the grant of a period of six
months from date of filing in one country within which applica-
tions must be filed in other countries, be amended so as to allow
applicants twelve months from the dcate qf publZ-ication of the in-
vention in any country of the IJnion, during wlhich the invention
will be protected as at present provided for. This will give an
inventor one vear after publication of his invention, whether as a
patent or in a newspaper, within which to file his foreign appli-
cations, and would also enable hiim, if lie so desired, to make
foreign applications during the pendeney of the United States
application, which is sometimes of great importance, especially
in case of any delay in the United States office, as in the event
of interference proceedings and the like. Aniother point that
might be touched upon in an international treaty is the abolish-
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ment of annuities, and if possible, the further reduietion of foreign
patent fees. Also the erasure of all laws relating to the " work-
ing " of patented inventions witlhin a specified time. It is to the
self-interest of the owners of a patent to work the same as early
as possible if it is worth working at all.
Very respectfully,
ELIAS E. RIES.
NEW YORK, Dec. 20th, 1887.
I regret very much that I shall be unable to be present at the
reading of Mr. Steuart's paper on the Ptevision of the Patent
Law, and to listen to the discussion that will follow. The sub-ject is one that cannot fail to command attention from all who
are interested in any way in inventions, and especially electrical
inventions. The growth of the electrical arts is so recent that
its h-istory and its causes can be traced with comparative cer-
tainty; and no one who has made the slightest inquiry in this
direction, can have missed the conclusion that our patent system
has been the most inmportant factor in the development of the
arts of electricitv. To such an extent is this the case that a
true friend of the cause might -well deprecate any changes of the
law, certainly any sweeping ones, as being fraught with more
danger than the present condition of things. There are, how-
ever, certain matters of Patent Office administration that ought
to be corrected, and there are certain tendencies of legal inter-
pretation, adverse to patents, which can only be set right by
amendments of the statutes. . The needs of the Patent Offee in
the way of room and examining and clerical force, have been
long appreciated by inventors, and, for that matter, have been
forced upon the attention of Congress by every Commissioner
for the last twenty years.
How to inake the practice of the office uniform, is another
question of great importance. One Commissioner, at least, tried
to accomplish this by forming a court of consultation within the
office itself. Discussions were had between the different ex-
aminers in the presence of the Commissioner, and he gave the
full influence of his authority to bringing them to harmony, but
I understand that very little caiiie of it. I believe that some-
thing in the nature of the Patent Court, proposed by the
National Electric Light Association, is the best thing yet brought
forward for securing the result.
These and other mnatters of imnportance, will no doubt be fully
discussed at the meeting to-night.
Another thing, however, which will be called to your atten-
tion, seems to ine of supreme imuportance. It relates to the
trend of recent Coutrt decisions in re-issue cases. I do not refer
to the two years limitationr, but to the dietum that an inventor
is presumed to dedicate to the public all that the incapacity of his
attorney or the stubbornness of the examiner causes to be left
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out of the claims. Down to the present time, this has been as-
serted only in re-issue eases. Carried, however, to its logical
issue, it would apply also to originial patents and would call for
a strict interpretation of every patent claim,n by itself considered,
and witlhout regard to the specification. Th-is, if niot already the
confirmed rule of interpretation, will be the inevitable result of
the present tendencies. Thle claimn mrnust stand by itself, and.
whatever the specification imay say, it will not broaden a claiin;
everytlhing not clearly claimed, will be regarded as abandoned to
to the puLblic. Two citatiolns will show what I mean. "But it
must be remembered that the claim of a specific device or com-
biiiation, and an omnission to claim other devices or combinations,
apparent on the face of the patent, are, in law, a dedication to
the public of that whiel is not claimed. It is a declaration that
that which is not claimed is eitlher not the patentee's invention,
or, if his, he dedicates it to the public." Miller vs. Bridgeport
Brass Comipany.
And: " It is doubtful whether a re-issue pateiit can be sustained
in any eases wlhere it contains claims that have once been form-
ally disclainmed by the patentee or rejected with his acquiesence,
and he lhas consented to such rejectioni in order to obtain his
patent." Legglett vs. Avery.
Now, what t wish to say in view of all this is, that it is unjust
in the highest degree to bold ami inventor responsible for the
errors of judgment or the obstinacy of Patent Office examniners.
I do not believe that any just complaint can be made, if in-
ventors are held strictly accountable for the mistakes or incapa-
city of their solicitors; this is a matter thev imust see to for
themselves. But it will go hard if the Governiment does not
also make itself responsible for its own representatives. When
a man pUts in ain application with narrow claims and makes
iio attempt to get more, let him suffer for it, unless he takes
speedy measures to remedy the neglect. But when the record
shows that an inventor has asserted his claiinis with enough per-
sistence to prove himself in earnest, it certainlv should not be
charged to his account, if he is compelled to accept less than he
deserves. Nor should it be necessary for every iniventor to carry
his case by successive appeals to the Court of last resort; it
should be sufficient for it to appear that lie yielded to a confirmed
practice of the office.
There should be some law framed to make the Government
entirely responsible for aiy abuse of power or any false judgments
relating to patent applications on the part of examiiners. I
would have this extend also to cases of fraud. It is not good
morals and ought not to be good law for one party to a fraud to
repudiate the consequences of it. Whenever, by reason of fraud,
a patent issues to one who is not the first inventor, the wrong
can be righted by legal means already provided. But whether
there be fraud or not, the Governmlent cannot justly disclaim for
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itself a responsibility wlhich it insists upon on the part of the
inventor.
The injustice of the present ruling is apparent when one re-
flects that it is often impossible to get froin the office, claims
co-extensive witlh one's invention, and tlhat tlhere are penalties
for delay in the proseeution of anr application.
Respectfully,
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Decemnber 21st, 1887.
It was my inten-tion to lhave spoken at the meeting, last night
on the patent question, but I was so engrossed with what others
were saying, that I had forgotten that time was rapidly passing,
and before I realized it, it was too late. As I have had some fif-
teen years experience in patent matters, not only as attornley, but
as inventor also, (having at present about 3000 claims of my own
pending before the electrical division alone), I write you the
following, as I understand you will publish the letters, and mv
views nmiay be of some use in remedying the present existing evil.
I believe the entire defect lies in the Patent Office. It is seldom
inventors obtain what they are entitled to, because, they are de-
nied their rights by incompetent examiners who have no capacity
for giving judicial decisions. I have been trying for years to get
some of m4y nuiLerous inventions protected by patents, but it is
a difficulLt task. In one instance, I have been prosecuting a new
anid original inveentioln for nine years and have not, as yet, been
able to make the examiner appreciate the invention or grant me
adequate claimns for its protection. It has been before inumerous
principal examiners, all of wlhomn have ruled in radicallv different
manners. In another rooln, it took me six m-onths in arguing a
case to convince an exaniner of one of tlhe sim-plest laws in phy-
sics. In another case, which I appealed to the Coimmissioner, I
have waited several vears without getting a decisiomi, the case hav-
ing been befor e tlhree Coninissioners, and avoided bv eaclh. In
another instaTce I have -waited just about one year for a decision
in an initerference case whieh should have been given witlhin a
week at least after tie argumient. ily experience is that the ex-
aminers are not qualified and never will be to such an extent as to
invest in them the powers of judicial decisions.
My idea of the Patent sy stem in the Patent Office slhould be as
follows:
The present practice is good in its intents and purposes and is
the best in the world. The examination should never be abo-
lished. I have thought of many plans, but the- following is the
one I deem most fair and devoid of objectionable features.,
An inventor (not promoter) must prepare his application with
all the care with which it is now prepared, and in all material re-
spects the sanie. The application or first govermnent fee to be
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$5 instead of $15. The application is then examined iipon its
merits, as is now done; but with more care oin the part of the
examniners, who must cite all the pertinent references they can.
The applicanit can then amend, if he thinks proper, and ultimately
the application is passed to issue. The final fee should not be over $5
to print the patent, and all of the YefePen(e
_1])atentf, etc. are to be
printed upon theface of the patent so issued. By this means any
one buying the patent can see for himself the scope of it, and can
use his own judgment. The inventor or his attorney could take
any claiin they thought right and eliminate or amend only those
nipon whiclt there is no doubt of anticipation. Thte examiners
wolcd hIave ito option in the matter, as should be, for in most
cases they are incompeteilt to judge; but any inventor taking too
muclh is liable to mnake his patent invalid in part or whole; and
if the fornmer, lie would lose costs in any suit, as is now the case
with anv invalid claim sued upon. The courts would then be
the only judge between the public and the patentee or owner of
the patent. The interference proceedings would take place
to prove priority of inveiltion when two applicatiolns claim-
ing the same invention were pending at the sane time, and
the time consumed in an examination would give a distant
inventor every opportunity for a fair chance to prove pri-
ority. Where a patent has been issued, and anotlher inven-
tor claims the same thing, he may obtain his patent if he so in-
sists, but it will have the reference of the other or prior patent
upon its face, and by this means the contest will be carried to
the courts once and for all. Xo fair law can exist uwhere the
first inventor can lose his rights by circumstances over which he
has no control. By this svstem we would have all inventions
puiblished and properly placed on record for future generations,
and the arts could not become lost. Putting this system into
effect would not require many changes in the present system of
the Patent Office. The appeals would remain the same, except
that the appeals on the mnerits of an ecx parte application would
not exist. The examiners would be required to do all that they
are really capable of doing, and that is finding the references.
They shouLld lhave no judicial powers on the merits of an applica-
cation other than to clearlv express their opinion as a matter of
record in the files.
I think such a system is about as near perfect as it could be
made.
Mr. Steuart's propositioni to allow the owners of a patent to re-
issue without the consent of the inventor is fundamentally wrlong,
becauise in many instances the applicant, to elucidate his owni
invention, often shows other inventors' inventions without inak-
ing any attempt at claiming them. If the owners were allowed
to re-issue without the consent of the inventor, they would un-
doubtedly take advantage of this state of affairs. As to foreign pa-
tents limiting the life of the American patents, I am of the opinion
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that it was always intended, and shonild be so construed that
there will be no linitationl if the Amnerican patent is cyplied forbefore the application for the foreigui patent.
I am in favor of a suitable Patent Court, but one which should
only act on cases in matters involvinig iinterference questions and
suits appealed from the Circuit Courts of the ITnited States. I
am strongly opposed to any systemii which-will compel an in-
ventor to take appeals to obtain that wlicih he knows to be new,
and whichl- he has invented. Put the wlhole risk upon himl and
his attorney, with a full record of tlhe patents show-ing the art
printed upon the face of the patent, and I think that little trouble
will arise from claiming too mnLch, and nearlv all of the trouble
of claim-lirng too little will be remnoved. The Supreme Court anid
the Conmmissioner of Patents should be relieved entirely fromjudicial decisions upon questions of the mnerits of an application,
and the examiiners-in-chief eould well be abolished if such a




NIEW YORn, Dec. 24th, 1887.
In response to your request for an expression of opinion on the
"IRevision of the Patent Law," I must confess thatthe reforin of
the patent system has not impressed itself upon my mind as one
of the crying needs of the day. Certain sections of the Patent
Law, such as see. 4887 on the limitation of the terms of IU. S.
Patents by Foreign Patents previously granted, and sec. 4916 on
re-issues, have perhaps seemed to work sonie injustice in in-
dividual cases, but they are the exceptions, I think, and no
human-made law is so perfect as to work absolute jntstice for all.
I have read criticisms from tiine to time on supposed defects in
the U. S. Patent Law, as it stands to-day, but none of those
criticisms has made it very clear how the law is to be bettered
in any vital respect. For my part, 1 do not recognize the
urgency for, or the advisability of tinkering at the statutes.
With regard to the proposed "Bi1ll to Establish a Comm-ission
to Revise the Patent Laws of the UTnited States," I have not, for
the above reasons, given the subject very serious consideration.
I may say, however, that neither the necessity for, nor the use-
fulness of such a commission has commended itself to me.
In all probability the mlembers appointed on this Commission
would be men who would come to their task, more or less ignor-
ant of Patent Law, and the little they would be able to learn of
the niceties of that law during their brief term of office would
not make their proposed revision of it of great value.
Whatever their report and whatever their proposed bill might
be, however, the whole subject would have to be thrashed over
agaiii before the Committees on Patents of the House and Senate.
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Why should not those who are to edify the Commission, submit
their views to the Cominittees on Patents of the Senate and I3[ouse,
in the first place, since those comiittees exist for the same pur-
pose as that for wlhich the Comnmission would exist? The pro-
posed Commission therefore wouild only be an incumbrance




of Howson & Howson.
NEW YORK, Dec. 22, 1887.
I enclose a sunimary and dissection of the various amendments
to the Patent Law, first submitted to the Senate and House
Comimittees of the 48th Congress, together with the authorities
for the several amemldments. This plan of dissection has been
found convenient to those members of the Committee who have
niot time for critical consideration and comparison of the several
provisions of the proposed amendments.
A most interesting point, which was in fact the essence of the
"Gramme case," which did not obtain presentation at the hearing
before Judge Blatchford, but upon which he subsequently con-
sented to a re-hearing of the case, is this. It was determined that
the United States Patent was void, having expired with the
"earliest foreign patent," which was the Austrian, a "secret
patent," so-called, and counsel contended that because the patent
was secret, that therefore it was not " patent," or due notice or
publication or anticipation as to the United States inventor. But
in this case the inventor was the same, and the secrecy of the
Austrian patent was not material. This theory so nearly approxi-
mated the real merits as to obscure them, the fact being that the
so-called secret patent of Austria is not a patent at all in the
sense contemplated by the Anmerican law. It is merely a caveat,
and until a patent is published under tlhe forms of the law, it has
no other operation or force than a caveat, and if never published,
it never acquires the characteristics of a patent.
Accordingly, there was never, during the life of the Austrian
Gramme patent, a moment when Gramme could have stopped the
manufacture of his machines, or collected royalty or damage from
any manufacturer, any more than the American inventor could
obtain sueh protection for an invention as to which caveat had
been filed, but a patent never taken.
The mere labeling of a foreign caveat " patent " or " brevet,"
ought not to invest it in Ainerican law with qualities which it





MIr. Frank R. Harding presented a very earnest tribute to the
importance of the patent system in which he argued that the
future welfare of the country depended in a great measure
-upon the perfection of our patent system. That there should be
a separate department of patents because the system was self-
.supporting; that the Commissioner, Assistant Commissioner,
primary and assistant examiners and examiners-in-chief should
hold life positions.
He criticised the faulty classification in the office, claiming that
unnecessary and serious delays occur by reason of a case being
first placed in a wrong division where it may be pigeon-holed for
six months, and is examined in its regular course only to be
-transferred to another division where it is again delayed.
